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DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TRAINING SCHEDULE

WEEK MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

1
TOT: A course director trains district-level staff to be workshop trainers.

2 Trainers
make last
minute
preparations
for workshop.

WORKSHOP:

Trainers teach first-level health workers the standard procedures of drug supply
management.

TOT, continued:

Director prepares
trainers for conducting
Field Training visits.

3 FIELD TRAINING:

Trainers visit participants on the job.  They help participants improve the drug supply at their
facilities.

Director and trainers debrief after first day of Field Training.  They review observations and
results of the visits.  They prepare for the remaining Field Training visits.

DEBRIEFING:

Director and trainers
review Field Training
visits.  Trainers make
preparations for next
week's visits.

4 During second week of Field Training, trainers
visit remaining participants.

IMMEDIATE FOLLOW-UP:

Trainers return to facilities only if necessary. 
Trainers may use remaining days to make
Field Training visits delayed by poor weather
or road conditions.

FINAL DEBRIEFING:

Director and trainers
review visits and
discuss drug supply
training in general.
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SECTION A:  INTRODUCTION

What is Drug Supply Management training?

Drug Supply Management training is a course that teaches the standard procedures of drug supply

management at the first-level health facility.  The training contains three segments:  6-day

training of trainers workshop (TOT), 4-day Drug Supply Management workshop for first-level

health workers (workshop), and a 1-day follow-up at each participant's health facility (Field

Training).

Who is the Drug Supply Management training for?

The TOT trains four district-level health workers to become trainers.  Ideally, the district-level

trainers have some responsibility for supervising or offering in-service training at first-level

facilities.  The district health workers should also have past experience in drug supply

management.

The workshop is for first-level health workers who are responsible for the drug supply at their

health facilities.  The workshop is designed for approximately 16 health workers.  Each trainer

facilitates a group of four participants throughout the workshop.

The Field Training is for both participants and trainers.  Participants receive additional training

from the trainer of their small group.  Trainers observe first-hand the drug supply management

at each participant's facility.

All three segments are managed by one or two training directors.  These directors have both drug

supply management and teaching experience.  They arrange for the training to take place and

teach trainers how to conduct both the workshop and the Field Training.  They also assist trainers

as needed.  The directors attend trainer meetings during the workshop and conduct debriefing

meetings during the Field Training.

What makes the Drug Supply Management training different from other courses?

The TOT teaches both workshop content and training techniques.  First, trainers participate in

a workshop.  Then, they practice training techniques.  Finally, they master how to conduct a Field

Training visit.

The workshop includes classroom instruction, practice of the standard procedures and a field trip

to observe the drug supply at a first-level facility.  It also includes planning realistic

improvements to each participant's drug supply management.

The Field Training is follow-up training at each participant's health facility.  It is individualised

to meet the educational needs of each participant and the practical needs of each participant's

drug supply management.  A trainer visits each participant on the job.  The trainer helps the

health worker improve the drug supply at his facility.
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What is the Drug Supply Management package?

The Drug Supply Management package contains five pieces:  Handbook for Drug Supply

Management at First-level Health Facilities, Participant's Manual, Trainer's Guide, Director's

Guide, and stock card pads.

A typical training includes sixteen participants, four trainers and two training directors.  A typical

training will require 27 handbooks, 22 manuals, six trainer guides, two director guides, and six

stock card pads.

Participants read the Participant's Manual and perform the workshop activities.  Trainers use the

Trainer's Guide to conduct the workshop.  They use the stock cards during the workshop and

Field Training activities.  They give a handbook to each facility visited during the TOT,

workshop and Field Training.  The directors use the Director's Guide to manage the training.

Who is a trainer?

You are a trainer.  If you are not already a drug supply expert, you will become one by the end

of this training.

What does a trainer do?

You conduct the training.  You TEACH, MOTIVATE and MANAGE.

(For more information on how to conduct the training, read Section F:  Training Techniques in

this guide.)

How does a trainer teach?

An effective way to teach is to EXPLAIN, SHOW, and have participants DO.

� Explain to participants the reasons for the standard procedures of each component of

the drug supply at the first-level facility.

� Show the participants how to perform the standard procedures.

� Encourage discussion during the activities.  Encourage participants to ask you or other

participants questions.  Answer questions as they occur.

� Watch the participants as they do the workshop activities.  Praise work done well. 

Identify weaknesses.  Provide additional explanation or practice as needed.

� Help participants understand how to apply the knowledge and skills learned in the

workshop to their jobs in their health facilities.

(For more about teaching adults, see Section F:  Training Techniques, page F-11.)

How does a trainer motivate?
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� Be enthusiastic!  A participant is motivated when a trainer is motivated.

� Be friendly!  Promote a cooperative workshop atmosphere.

� Be positive!  Encourage the participants during the workshop.  Praise

improvements and progress.

� Be available!  Encourage participants to come to you at any time.  Be attentive and

generous with your time.

� Be receptive!  Acknowledge participants' concerns.

(For more about motivation, see Section F:  Training Techniques, page F-17.)

How does a trainer manage?

� Check that the classroom is in good condition.  Check that the room is quiet, has

power, good ventilation and adequate light.

� Plan and practice each workshop session.  Determine the time needed by

participants to read each chapter in the manual and complete its activities.

� Make sure each participant has the appropriate supplies when needed.

� Watch for participants who are having difficulty.  Not everyone asks for help.  If

you see a participant looking troubled, staring into space, not writing answers, or

not turning pages, offer help in a kind and supportive way.

� Meet each evening of the workshop.  During the meeting, review the workshop and

prepare for the next day's sessions.

� Prepare for Field Training visits to your participants' facilities.

� Ask the course director for assistance and guidance when needed.

What are the primary responsibilities of a trainer?

1. Organise the workshop, the field trip and the Field Training.

2. Teach the standard procedures of drug supply management and facilitate the activities of

the workshop.

3. Show the participants how to use the standard procedures in their jobs.

4. Help participants improve the drug supply at their health facilities.

5. Remember to ALWAYS be a good role model.
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How does a trainer prepare for the workshop and Field Training?

One trainer will be the lead workshop trainer.  That trainer oversees the workshop, gives

instruction and facilitates large group activities.  The other trainers support the lead trainer.  All

trainers work with a small group of participants.

1. Read the Participant's Manual and this Trainer's Guide thoroughly.

2. Do the activities in the manual.  Follow guidelines for the workshop's sessions (see

Section C in this guide).  Check your answers against the answer sheets in Annex A in

the manual.

3. Identify technical content that you think participants may find difficult.  Develop ways

to teach the difficult material.

Determine questions that participants are likely to ask.  Develop answers to questions.

4. Plan how to implement the standard procedures of drug supply management at health

facilities in your district.  Plan questions to ask participants about how the procedures

can be implemented at their facilities.

5. There is a summary box at the end of each session's guidelines.  As you prepare for the

workshop (that is, as you do the above steps), write any additional points you would like

to make to participants.  You will refer to your notes when you summarise workshop

sessions.

6. Organise the supplies needed for the workshop.  All supplies are listed in Section B in

this guide.  They are also listed at the beginning of each session in Section C.

7. Practice conducting the workshop with the other trainers.

8. Plan how you will organise and conduct a field trip to a first-level health facility.

9. Plan how to debrief after the field trip, including how to help participants modify their

Drug Supply Plans based on field trip observations.

10. Prepare for the Field Training at each participant's health facility.

11. Agree to small group and lead trainer assignments.

How can this TRAINER'S GUIDE help you?

The Trainer's Guide gives guidelines for the training.  It will help you present the material in the

manual to the participants.  It also gives guidelines to conduct the Field Training at each

participant's health facility.

Use this guide to conduct the workshop and Field Training.  It is also possible to use the guide

to teach a health worker who does not attend a formal training.  The guide can be useful when

mentoring a health worker on the job.
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How is the TRAINER'S GUIDE organised?

The guide is organised into seven sections.  Each section has a cover page with a table of

contents.  The sections are:

� A:  INTRODUCTION

This section includes an overview of the training, materials and the role of the trainer.

� B:  TRAINING PREPARATIONS

This section includes space requirements and supplies needed for each session of the

workshop and the Field Training.

� C:  WORKSHOP GUIDELINES

This section includes a workshop schedule and guidelines for conducting each session of

the workshop.  The guidelines include an overview page of the trainer's basic tasks followed

by more specific steps for presenting each chapter and activity in the manual.  This section

also includes instruction on how to conduct the field trip and prepare participants for the

Field Training.

� D:  WORKSHOP FIELD TRIP FORMS

This section contains two sets of the Field Trip forms that trainers will use to observe a

drug supply at a first-level health facility.

� E:  FIELD TRAINING

This section includes a Field Training schedule and an overview of the trainer's basic

tasks followed by more specific steps for conducting a Field Training visit.  The

guidelines include the Field Training card, a guide to the activities of the visit.  There is

a laminated copy of the card with this text.

� F:  TRAINING TECHNIQUES

This section includes techniques for conducting the workshop.

� G:  TRANSPARENCIES

This section includes copies of all transparencies needed to conduct the workshop.  You

or the course director should copy the transparencies onto acetate.

There are several schedules in this Trainer's Guide.  There is an overview DSM training

schedule on the inside front cover of the guide, a workshop schedule on the inside cover of

Section C, and a Field Training schedule on the inside cover of Section E.  The course

director will advise you of any changes to these schedules.
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SECTION B:  TRAINING PREPARATIONS

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

The workshop should be held in a classroom that is large enough to accommodate all in

attendance.  In a typical training, there would be 22 people (that is, two directors, four trainers

and 16 participants).  Therefore, a large uncluttered classroom is preferred.

The arrangement of the tables and chairs in the room should accommodate two course directors

and four small groups.  Each trainer will sit with his small group participants.  The groups should

have enough space to do workshop activities without distracting the other groups.  There should

be a large table in front of the room to hold lead trainer materials and session supplies.

The room should have adequate ventilation and light, a locking closet or other secure place to

keep supplies and training materials, and a clock that is easy to see.

SUPPLIES

The supplies needed for the training are divided into six lists:  "For General Use," "For Directors,

Trainers and Participants," "For Directors and Trainers," "For Workshop Sessions," "For Field

Training at Each Participant's Health Facility," and "For Debriefing."

Amounts are based on suggested workshop and Field Training numbers.  Adjust the amounts if

your training will have more or fewer people in attendance.

The course director will make arrangements to collect all items on each list.  Furniture,

equipment and general supplies should always be available and ready to use.  Organise session

supplies so they will be available when needed.  Give participants supplies when indicated in

Section C:  Workshop Guidelines.

For General Use

FURNITURE SUPPLIES

____  2 large tables for displayed items ____  Clock (for timing sessions)

____  4 tables (large enough for 5 persons) ____  Tape (masking)  

____  1 desk for directors' use ____  Flipchart paper pad

____  22 chairs (for 2 directors, 4 trainers ____  Chalk (1 box)

and 16 participants) ____  Erasers (for chalkboard, pencils)

____  4 Staplers (for each small group)

EQUIPMENT ____  Box of staples

____  Overhead projector, on cart ____  Acetate (20 sheets, for transparencies)

____  Screen (or unobstructed view of ____  Markers (1 set, for transparencies)

light-coloured wall) ____  Cloth (for wiping transparencies)

____  Chalkboard or white board ____  Markers (1 set, thick line, for posters)

____  Flipchart stand (optional) ____  Carbon paper (optional)
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For Directors, Trainers and Participants

____  22 Manuals for First-level Facilities (for 2 directors, 4 trainers and 16 participants)

____  27 Handbooks for Drug Supply Management at the First-level Health Facility

(for 2 directors, 4 trainers, 16 participants and 5 additional handbooks,

one for each field trip facility visited during the TOT and workshop)

____  50 Pencils and 25 pens (minimum 2 pencils and 1 pen per person)

____  22 Calculators (for directors, trainers and participants)

____  22 Notepads of paper (for directors, trainers and participants)

For Directors and Trainers

____  6 Trainer's Guides (for 2 directors and 4 trainers)

____  6 Stock Card Pads (for 2 directors and 4 trainers)

____  Set of transparencies (from Section G:  Transparencies in this guide)

____  Map of districts and health facilities (participants' facilities and field trip facilities)

____  Pre-training list of participants and facilities (updated after workshop registration)

____  List of field trip facilities, including address, phone and name of person in charge

For Workshop Sessions

SESSION 1: REGISTRATION

____  16 Registration forms* (one for each participant)

____  22 Name tags (for 2 directors, 4 trainers and 16 participants)

____  Lodging and meals accommodations

SESSION 2: WORKSHOP OPENING

____  4 Posters with small group assignments (one for each small group)

____  16 Workshop schedules (one for each participant or, if revised,

22 schedules for 2 directors, 4 trainers and 16 participants)

____  Transparency 1 - List of Drug Supply Components and Icons

SESSION 3: INTRODUCTION CHAPTER

HOW DRUG STORE IS PREPARED

____  Transparency 2 - Activity I Worksheet

________________________

* All items set off with an asterisk can be found at the end of this section.  See

Miscellaneous Forms, beginning on page B-7.
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SESSION 4: HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORGANISED

____  4 Boxes, used for supply deliveries, each containing a minimum of:

____  2 Bottles of antibiotic tablets - 500, 250, or 125 mg

____  2 Bottles of antibiotic tablets - same generic antibiotic as above with

different strength, unit size or brand name

____  2 Bottles of antibiotic syrup - same antibiotic as above

____  2 Bottles of antimalarial tablets

____  2 Bottles of antipyretic tablets

____  2 Bottles of other liquid drug (such as iron syrup, vitamin A syrup)

____  2 Tubes of ointment (such as tetracycline eye ointment)

____  25 Packets of Oral Rehydration Salts (ORS)

____  10 Shelf labels or masking tape

____  Marker

____  4 Blank requisition forms

____  4 Blank discrepancy report forms

The boxes of supplies used in Activity III are used again in Activity VI.  To

prepare the boxes, read about Activity III and Activity VI in the manual.  Read

thoroughly the guidelines for Session 4 and Session 7 in this guide.

All four boxes should contain similar items.  There should be at least 2

containers (bottles, tubes and packets) of each listed drug in each box.  The

containers should be identical, but have different expiry dates.

SESSION 5: HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT

____  Bottle of amoxycillin 250 mg, 500 tablets

____  Transparency 3 - Stock Card

____  Transparency 4 - Drug Movements

____  Transparency 5 - Amoxycillin 250 mg Stock Card

____  Transparency 6 - Benzylpenicillin Stock Card

____  Transparency 7 - Tetracycline Stock Card

____  Transparency 8 - Amoxycillin 500 mg Stock Card

SESSION 6: HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORDERED

____  Transparency 9 - Requisition Form

SESSION 7: HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

____  Transparency 10 - Delivery Form

____  Transparency 11 - Discrepancy Report Form

____  4 Boxes of drugs and supplies (same as Activity III), and including:

____  2 Discrepancies in each box or on each requisition form, such as:

an item listed on the form but not in box, an item in the box but not

listed on the form, an expired or poor quality item

____  Containers of expired drugs (minimum of one in each box)

____  Containers of poor quality drugs (minimum of one in each box)

____  4 Requisition forms, one for each box,

completed and taped to the outside of each box

____  4 Master copies of Discrepancy Report forms, one for each box

____  Box with side label "Return to Medical Supplier"
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SESSION 8: HOW DRUGS ARE DISPENSED

____  Transparency 12 - Drug Label

____  Transparency 13 - How to Make a Dispensing Tray

____  Common bag carried by adults in your area

____  Common toy used by small children in your area

____  Shawl worn by older women

____  Lab coat or badge worn by first-level health workers

____  Small sheet of paper used for writing prescriptions

____  Several drug containers (2 drug envelopes and 2 small bottles)

____  4 Drug labels

____  Bottle of COTRIMOXAZOLE syrup

____  Bottle of PARACETAMOL 500 mg tablets

____  Common spoon

SESSION 9: HOW PAYMENT IS RECEIVED

____  Payment receipt used in your area

____  Payment ledger in your area

____  Payment book common to your area

____  Locking money box

____  Simple filing system (file or boxes) for organising payment records

____  Duplicate receipt given by bank in your area when deposits are made

SESSION 10: HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR DRUG SUPPLY

____  Transparency 14 - Drug Supply Plan, front side

____  Transparency 15 - Drug Supply Plan, back side

SESSION 11: PREPARATIONS FOR WORKSHOP FIELD TRIP

____  Transportation arrangements

SESSION 12: WORKSHOP FIELD TRIP

____  4 Thank-you cards and envelopes (one for each small group,

to leave at facility)

____  20 Boxed lunches (for 4 trainers and 16 participants)

SESSION 13: FIELD TRAINING PREPARATIONS

____  16 Field Training Letters* (one for each participant,

to give to the person in charge of his facility)

 ____  4 Posters with Field Training assignments (one for each small group)

____  16 File folders (4 for each trainer)

SESSION 14: WORKSHOP CLOSING

____  16 Workshop Questionnaires* (one for each participant)

____  22 DSM group photographs

(for 2 directors, 4 trainers and 16 participants)

____  20 Drug Supply Management Certificates**

(for 4 trainers and 16 participants)

________________________
* See Miscellaneous Forms, beginning on page B-7.

** Training certificates will be distributed by the directors at the end of the workshop.
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For Field Training at Each Participant's Health Facility

The following items are needed for each Field Training visit.  During the first week of Field

Training, visits are made by trainers in pairs.  Therefore, lunches should be provided for both

trainers.

____  Transportation arrangements

____  Participant's Drug Supply Plan

____  Participant's Field Training File

____  Field Training Card

____  Stock Card Pad

____  Blank copies of all drug supply forms:

- Requisition form

- Delivery form

- Discrepancy report form

- Drug label

- Payment receipt

- Payment ledger

____  Carbon paper, optional

____  Boxed lunch (if trainer returns in same day.  If not,

off-site lodging and meal accommodations are needed)

For Debriefing

Directors and trainers will debrief after the workshop, and during and after the Field Training.

____  4 Trainer's Surveys* (one for each trainer)

________________________

* See Miscellaneous Forms, beginning on page B-7.
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REGISTRATION FORM
DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Please print clearly.

NAME: ________________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS: _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

TELEPHONE:___________________________________

Name and address of health facility or office where you work:

HEALTH FACILITY: _____________________________________________

ADDRESS:
___________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

TELEPHONE:___________________________________

Names of district and region or province of your health facility:

DISTRICT:  _____________ REGION (PROVINCE):____________________

What is your current work position or job title?

______________________________________________________________

What health care training (education, certificates) have you
previously received?  Indicate place and years of training.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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FIELD TRAINING LETTER
DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TRAINING

_____________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Dear ___________________________,

On _________________, I will be a making a one-day Field Training visit to

your health facility.  The Field Training visit is part of the Drug Supply

Management Training that your health worker, __________________, has  just

completed.  During the visit, we will work together to improve your facility's

drug supply management.

I hope there will be an opportunity to meet with you and your staff to review the

standard procedures of drug supply management.  You and your staff are also

invited to participate in the Field Training activities during the day.

Sincerely,

______________________________

______________________________
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WORKSHOP QUESTIONNAIRE
DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Thank you for filling out this questionnaire.  Your comments will
help us improve the Drug Supply Management Workshop.

1. What are your drug supply management responsibilities at your health
facility?

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
______

2. What additional responsibilities do you have at your facility? 
Describe them briefly.

_______________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
___________

3. Did the workshop teach you useful skills to improve your drug supply?
Tick (�) the column that best describes the usefulness of each drug
supply component in the manual and each workshop activity.

COMPONENT / ACTIVITY

VERY
USEFUL USEFUL

SOMEWHAT

USEFUL
NOT

USEFUL

COMPONENT:
How the Drug Store is Prepared

ACTIVITY I - Effects of poor storage
conditions

ACTIVITY II - Physical Conditions
Checklist

COMPONENT:
How Supplies are Organised

ACTIVITY III - Organising drugs on
shelves

COMPONENT:
How Records are Kept

ACTIVITY IV - Recording on stock cards

COMPONENT:
How Supplies are Ordered
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ACTIVITY V - Calculating reorder
levels

COMPONENT / ACTIVITY
VERY

USEFUL USEFUL

SOMEWHAT

USEFUL
NOT

USEFUL

COMPONENT:
How Supplies are Received

ACTIVITY VI - Receiving shipments

COMPONENT:
How Drugs are Dispensed

ACTIVITY VII - Dispensing role play

COMPONENT:
How Payment is Received

ACTIVITY VIII -  Payment Procedures
Checklist

CHAPTER:
How to Improve Your Drug Supply

ACTIVITY IX - Making a Drug Supply
Plan

CHAPTER:
The Workshop Field Trip

ACTIVITY X - Conducting an Exit
Interview

ACTIVITY XI - Field Trip to First-
level Facility

CHAPTER:
Field Training Preparations

ACTIVITY XII - Preparing for Field
Training

4. Which chapters or activities in the manual did you find difficult?
What suggestions do you have for making the chapter or activity easier?
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5. For each workshop session, tick (�) the column that indicates whether
you thought the time spent on the session was too short, adequate or
too long.

WORKSHOP SESSION TOO SHORT ADEQUATE TOO LONG

How the Drug Store is Prepared

How Supplies are Organised

How Records are Kept

How Supplies are Ordered

How Supplies are Received

How Drugs are Dispensed

How Payment is Received

How to Improve Your Drug Supply

Preparations for the Workshop
Field Trip

Workshop Field Trip

Field Training Preparations

The Entire Workshop

6. What was most helpful or interesting about the workshop for you?
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7. What aspects of the workshop, if any, should be improved in future
workshops?

8. What aspects of the workshop, if any, should not be included in future
workshops?

9. Do you have any other comments or suggestions about the workshop?
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TRAINER'S ASSESSMENT
DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TRAINING

About the Drug Supply Management Workshop:

Do you feel you were adequately prepared to conduct the
workshop?  Explain your answer.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

About the Field Training:

Do you feel you were adequately prepared to conduct the
Field Training?  Explain your answer.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
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About the Drug Supply Management Training::

Do you have other comments about any segment, session or
component of the training?  Please write your comments
here.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
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SECTION C:  WORKSHOP GUIDELINES

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP GUIDELINES

All trainers should work together as a team to conduct the workshop.  Trainers should use the

following guidelines to conduct each session of the workshop.

There is an overview box of the trainer's tasks on the first page of each session.  Use the overview

to plan for the session.  At the end of each session, there is a summary box.  The box is for your

notes.  Write any important points or reminders that you would like to tell the participants during

the workshop.  Also note common drug supply problems that you encounter as you conduct the

workshop.  During the trainer meetings in the evening, you can discuss solutions to the problems

with the directors and other trainers.

Each trainer sits with a small group of four participants throughout the workshop.  One trainer

is the lead trainer.  The lead trainer gives instruction to the large group and conducts large group

activities.  The other trainers support the lead trainer.  Guidelines for the lead trainer are in

italics.  The lead trainer may delegate some of his tasks to the other trainers.
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SESSION 1:  REGISTRATION

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Registration forms

� Name tags

� Lodging and meals accommodations

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Welcome participants upon arrival to the workshop location.

2. Register participants.

3. Help participants with lodging arrangements.

1. Welcome participants upon arrival to the workshop location.

2. Register participants.

Set up a table with several pens, registration forms and name tags.

Have each participant complete a registration form and make a name tag.  Collect the

forms.  Ask participants to wear the name tag throughout the workshop.

3. Help participants with lodging arrangements.

Give participants enough time to get settled in their rooms.  Tell them when and where

to meet for the workshop.

Make any additional points you have listed below.
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SESSION 2:  WORKSHOP OPENING

Before you begin this session, arrange the classroom and organise the supplies for the workshop.

 Display the posters of small group assignments on the wall.  You should have enough workshop

schedules, Participant's Manuals, pencils, pens, erasers and notepads to distribute to your small

group participants.  You will give participants calculators at the beginning of Session 5.

Determine with your course director if there are changes that should be made in the Participant's

Manual and Trainer's Guide.  Changes include omitting a component that is not part of drug

supply in your area, standard procedures that have been modified, or drug supply forms that will

be substituted for those in the manual.  You will explain the changes to the participants during

this session.

Watch the time you spend on this and subsequent sessions.  Try to keep the sessions to the

schedule.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Posters with small group assignments

� Workshop schedules

� Transparency 1 - List of Components and Icons

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce all trainers and guests.

2. Make opening remarks.

3. Explain the trainers' responsibilities.

4. Ask participants to introduce themselves and their health facilities.

5. Assign small groups.

6. Review workshop schedule and manual.

7. Summarise workshop.

1. Introduce all trainers and guests.

Welcome all participants and guests to the workshop.

Introduce yourselves as the trainers of this course.  Write each trainer's name on the

board.  Introduce the directors.  If there are guests present at the opening, introduce

them and explain their role in drug supply management.
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2. Make opening remarks.

In most trainings, a course director will present the opening statement (as he did in the

TOT) and introduce the workshop.  If a trainer presents the opening statement, the trainer

should comment on the need for improved drug supply in the area and the reason for

recommending standard procedures for first-level health facilities.

3. Explain the trainers' responsibilities.

� To explain the components and standard procedures of drug supply management

� To conduct each workshop session, including an off-site field trip

� To help participants plan improvements at their facilities after the workshop

� To visit each participant at his or her health facility following the workshop

4. Ask participants to introduce themselves and their health facilities.

5. Assign small groups.

Move to the small group assignment posters.  Name each group beginning with the

trainer.  Ask participants to assemble in their small groups.

When the groups are ready, each trainer should give each participant in his small group the

following supplies:  workshop schedule, Participant's Manual, notepad, pen, 2 pencils and

eraser.

Tell participants they should bring their supplies to each session of the workshop. 

Participants can take notes either in the margins of their manuals or in their notepads.

6. Review workshop schedule and manual.

About the schedule:

Ask participants to look at the schedule.  Tell them that the schedule is a guide for the

workshop sessions.  Explain that the session headings are the same as the chapter headings

in the manual.  Explain that you will try to keep to the time allowed for each session on the

schedule.

Tell participants that on the third day of the workshop there will be a field trip to a first-

level health facility similar to where they work.  They will observe how drugs are managed

and compare their observations with what they have learned in the workshop.
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About the manual:

Tell participants that they will use their manuals during the workshop.  After the workshop,

they will use the manual at their facilities as a reference.

Project Transparency 1 - List of Components and Icons on the overhead projector.  Explain

that drug supply management can be divided into seven basic components.  (If you will omit

a component because it is not part of the drug supply in the training area, tell participants

now and explain why.)

Ask participants to open to the table of contents in their manuals.  Read the name of each

chapter.  Point out the seven chapters that correspond to the component.

Tell the participants that there are standard procedures for each component.  Participants

will learn how to do each procedure in the workshop.  (If you will change a standard

procedure or drug supply form because of drug supply policies in the area, point out where

participants can find the material in the manual and explain the change.)

Explain the annexes at the back of the manual.  Annex A contains answer sheets for the

workshop activities.  Annex B contains checklists and forms to use after the workshop at

their facilities.  Annex C contains forms for the Field Training.

Give a brief overview of the Field Training.  Tell participants that you will make a follow-

up visit at their facilities.  Explain that you will want to see the drug supply improvements

that participants have made, determine if help is needed, and do what you can to encourage

participants to continue implementing the standard procedures.

7. Summarise workshop.

Review the importance of correct drug supply management at health facilities.  Include

specific examples from your district that were identified during the TOT.

Tell participants that to learn the most from this workshop, they should:

� Read each chapter in the manual thoroughly.

� Ask questions.  Let trainers know when they need help.

� Participate in group discussions and activities.  Listen carefully to others.

� Plan how they will improve their facility's drug supply.

Make any additional points that you have listed below.
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SESSION 3: INTRODUCTION CHAPTER

HOW THE DRUG STORE IS PREPARED

You will ask participants to read sections of the manual throughout the workshop.  The room

should be quiet so participants can concentrate.

Give participants enough time to read and do the activities.  Participants will have different

educational backgrounds.  They will have varying familiarity of and interest in drug supply

management.  Therefore, they will acquire knowledge and skills at different speeds.  Be aware

of and help slower participants.

If you encounter drug supply problems likely to occur in this or subsequent workshop sessions,

remember to note the problems in the summary box.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 2 - Activity I Worksheet

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Ask participants to read the Introduction chapter in the manual.

2. Introduce the component How The Drug Store Is Prepared.

3. Facilitate Activity I on page 5.

4. Ask participants to finish reading the chapter.

5. Facilitate Activity II on page 8.

6. Summarise session.

1. Ask participants to read the Introduction chapter in the manual.

Give participants enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask if there are

questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

2. Introduce the component How The Drug Store Is Prepared.

Tell participants that in this chapter they will learn the correct procedures for preparing

the supply stores in their facilities.  Ask participants to read pages 3-4.  Give them enough

time to read.  When they have finished, ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.

If necessary, explain that the term 'drug store' used in the manual refers to the place in a

health facility where pharmaceutical and other medical supplies are stored.
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3. Facilitate Activity I on page 5.

Ask participants to read and do Activity I.  Give participants enough time to answer the

questions.  Do NOT let your small group participants turn to the answer sheet in their

manuals.  Help those participants who ask for assistance or seem lost.

When you notice that participants are no longer writing, project Transparency 2 - Activity

I Worksheet on the overhead projector.  Ask participants for specific examples of items that

are affected by poor storage conditions.  Write participants' correct answers on the

transparency.  Use a mask to cover questions 2 and 3 while you are discussing question 1.

 Move the mask as you discuss the other questions.

Tell your small group participants that they will now become familiar with each other's drug

stores.  Ask each participant to describe the store at his facility.  Ask participants about the

location of the store and whether or not it is separate from the dispensing and clinical areas.

4. Ask participants to finish reading the chapter.

5. Facilitate Activity II on page 8.

Ask participants to do the activity.  Ask them to think about their stores as they complete

the Physical Conditions Checklist.  Tell them to write on the checklist specific conditions

(e.g., hole in wall, torn window screen) that should be improved.

When your group has finished, review their checklists.  Tally the number of YES answers

and NO answers.  The YES count identifies good conditions.  The NO count identifies

conditions that will have to be improved.

Note the most common problems (including NO counts of 2 or more) in the summary box

below.  Ask participants what may be causing the problems.  Discuss solutions.

6. Summarise session.

Review the content covered in this session, including improvements needed in

participants' facilities.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.
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SESSION 4:  HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORGANISED

Before you begin this session, carefully read about the supplies and preparations for Activity III

below and those needed for Activity VI in Session 7, How Supplies Are Received.  The supplies

are the same for both activities.  Review the supply lists for Sessions 4 and 7 on page B-3 in this

guide.  Then, prepare the four boxes.

If possible, small groups should sit at separate tables for Sessions 4 and 7.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Boxes, used for supply deliveries, each containing:

� Antibiotic tablets - 500, 250, or 125 mg

� Antibiotic tablets - same generic antibiotic as above with

different strength, unit size or brand name

� Antibiotic syrup - same antibiotic as above

� Antimalarial tablets

� Antipyretic tablets

� Other liquid drug (such as iron syrup, vitamin A syrup)

� Tubes of ointment (such as tetracycline eye ointment)

� Packets of Oral Rehydration Salts (ORS)

� Shelf labels or masking tape

� Marker

� Blank requisition forms

� Blank discrepancy report forms

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce the component How Supplies Are Organised.

2. Facilitate Activity III on page 14.

3. Summarise session.

4. Put supplies back in their boxes.

1. Introduce the component How Supplies Are Organised.

Tell participants that in this session they will learn the correct procedures for

organising supplies in their stores.

Ask participants to read up to Activity III.  Give them enough time to read.  When they

have finished, ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.
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2. Facilitate Activity III on page 14.

Ask participants to read Activity III.  When they have finished, review the Storage

Procedures Checklist with them.  Ask participants if they have questions about the checklist

or the activity.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

Tell participants that there are four boxes for this activity and each box contains similar

items.

Give your group a box of supplies.

Ask your small group participants to take one item out of the box and to find the

item's generic name.

If they cannot find the generic name, help them.

Ask your group to practice organising supplies on shelves.

Participants should first take the items out of the box.  Then, they should make three

shelves.  If necessary, show them how to place the empty box on the table and use a stool

or chair nearby to simulate three shelves:  the top, middle and bottom shelves.   See diagram

on page 14 in the manual.

If participants have difficulty organising the supplies, do NOT do it for them.  Show them

where they can find the correct instruction in the manual.

Walk around the room.  Observe your group and the other groups as they do the activity.

 Use your Storage Procedures Checklist.  Watch if participants are able to arrange the names

of the supplies in alphabetical order, label shelves correctly, place drugs at their correct

label, and shelve items according to FEFO/FIFO procedures.   If participants ask for help,

show them where they can read about the correct way to store drugs in the manual or on the

checklist.

When your group finishes organising the supplies, give constructive feedback.

Comment on a positive aspect of your group's display.  Point out any problems.

After the groups have finished, encourage participants to look at the other groups'

displays.

Ask participants to comment on the displays.

Have groups return to their display.

If your group did not organise their supplies correctly, ask them to do it again.  Review the

problem items on the checklist.  Show them in the manual where they can find the specific

information that they need.  Give them time to complete the activity correctly.  Praise them

when they finish.
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3. Summarise session.

Review the content covered in this session.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.

4. Put supplies back in their boxes.

At the end of this session, have each group put the supplies back into their box.  Label each

box with the trainer's name.

Add one blank requisition form and one blank discrepancy report form to each box.  Store

the boxes in a secure place.

You will make additional preparations for Activity VI before you begin Session 7.  You will

add supplies and make master copies of forms. See the guidelines for Session 7.
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SESSION 5:  HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT

The lead trainer gives large group instruction during most of this session.  The other trainers

should walk around the room and make themselves available to any participant who may be

having difficulty.  By moving around the room, trainers will be able to give individual attention

to the participants who need it.

Before you conduct the activity, give each participant in your small group a calculator.  If a

participant needs extra stock cards during this session, give him the cards he needs from your pad

of stock cards.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Bottle of amoxycillin 250 mg, 500 tablets

� Transparency 3 - Stock Card

� Transparency 4 - Drug Movements

� Transparency 5 - Amoxycillin 250 mg Stock Card

� Transparency 6 - Benzylpenicillin Stock Card

� Transparency 7 - Tetracycline Stock Card

� Transparency 8 - Amoxycillin 500 mg Stock Card

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce the component How Records Are Kept.

2 Review stock card heading.

3. Ask participants to read up to Activity IV on page 23.

4. Review how to record on the stock card, including the monthly stock count.

5. Review Stock Card Checklist.

6. Facilitate Activity IV.

7. Summarise session.

1. Introduce the component How Records Are Kept.

Tell participants that in this session they will learn the correct procedures for keeping

records on what they have in stock.

Ask participants to read up to "To Keep Accurate Stock Records" on page 19.  Give them

enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask if there are questions.  Answer all

questions thoroughly.

2. Review stock card heading.

Show participants a bottle of amoxycillin 250 mg, 500 tablets if you have one.  Read the

identifying information on the bottle's label.
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Project on the overhead projector Transparency 3 - Stock Card.

Show participants how to print the information onto the top of the stock card.  Record on

the transparency:

� NAME of the item, including the strength and form

� CODE NUMBER of the item

� UNIT + SIZE of the item

� PRICE of the bottle

Remind participants to use a pen for information that does not change, to use a pencil for

information that changes (that is, price and reorder level).

Tell participants that the REORDER LEVEL varies with each health facility.  Reorder

levels will be discussed in the next chapter.  Therefore, do NOT write information in that

space now.

3. Ask participants to read up to Activity IV on page 23.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

4. Review how to record items on the stock card, including the monthly stock count.

Refer to the example stock card on page 21 in the manual.  Continue to write on the

transparency.

Write the date as it is in the example.  Note that DATE    and balance 

  are brought forward from the previous card. In the REMARKS column, note 

.  Sign or initial your name.  As you demonstrate this, remind

participants that they should use a pen as this information does not change.

Tell participants that now it is  .  Enter the DATE on the transparency.  Explain

that because you issue a bottle of the drug to the treatment room, you should write    in

the QUANTITY ISSUED column and    in the ISSUED TO column.  Explain that TR is

an abbreviation for Treatment Room.  There is now only 1 bottle left in stock.  Write    in

the BALANCE IN STOCK column.  Enter your initials in the signature column.

Continue the example.  Explain and show how to record on each line of the example stock

card.  Explain very clearly.

� On  , I receive    bottles from the medical supplier ( ).  The new

balance in stock is   bottles.

The requisition number for the order is  .  The expiry date printed on the

bottles is  .

Show participants how to enter the information.
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Do NOT move to the next line until you are certain all participants understand the example.

 Then, continue with the remaining drug movements.  Be sure to show participants how to

enter the information on the card.

� On , I find that the original bottle on the shelf has expired.  I send

the bottle ( ) back to the medical supplier  ( ).  The new balance is    bottles.

 I write on the stock card that the bottle has .

� On , I make a physical count of all items in my store.  I make a

double line for this entry on the stock card and write  on the

line.  There are  bottles on the shelf.

Walk over to those participants who are having trouble understanding the procedures and

help them individually.

5. Review Stock Card Checklist.

Review the items on the checklist (see page 109 in Annex B).  Ask participants to respond

(in pencil) to each item on the checklist.

Tell participants to update the checklist as they improve record-keeping procedures at their

facilities.

6. Facilitate Activity IV.

Give each participant a calculator.  Review how to push the buttons on the calculator to add,

subtract and multiply.

Ask participants to read and do Activity IV.  When they have finished reading, work with

your small group.

Ask participants to enter the heading information on three stock cards.

Remind participants to leave REORDER LEVEL empty as it will not be covered until the next

chapter.  Have them use a pencil, because the price may change.

Watch your small group participants as they do this step.  Help them as needed.  It is

important that all participants fill in the top of the cards correctly by themselves before

moving to the next part of the activity.

Do NOT let participants copy the information from the answer sheet stock cards in Annex

A.  Refer them to the answer sheets after they finish the activity.
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Ask participants to fill in the top line of the cards.

Check that they enter the correct information in the BALANCE IN STOCK, REMARKS

and SIGNATURE columns.

When participants have completed the top of all three cards, project Transparency 4 -

Drug Movements.

Explain the abbreviations on the transparency:  TR = treatment room, MC = mobile clinic,

and DISP = dispensary.  If health workers are not authorised to issue drugs outside the

facility, such as to a mobile clinic, explain that the MC entries are examples of where drugs

could be issued.

Tell the participants to use the abbreviations as needed on the cards.

For the remaining parts of this activity, project the stock card transparencies as needed.

 If participants have many questions or seem confused, it may be easier for them to learn

how to record the movements on a stock card if you explain and show them the entries line

by line on the overhead projector.

a. Read aloud the drug movements during the month of MAY.

Read each transaction slowly.  Ask participants to record each movement on the

appropriate card as you read.

Walk around the room.  Make sure participants use the calculator properly.  Check

entries on the cards.  Help participants, as needed.

After participants have recorded May's transactions on the appropriate stock

cards, ask:

"Is there a discrepancy between the BALANCE IN STOCK and the

PHYSICAL COUNT?"

If a participant says there is a discrepancy, ask:  "How much?"

Answer:

If participants in your small group have not found a discrepancy, they have made

an error in recording a movement.  Identify and correct the error.

Check that all small groups understand how to record the movements for May. 

Then ask:

"What would you do at your facility if you found a discrepancy?"
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Answers will vary.  Answers should include:

Tell health workers how they should report discrepancies.  Record this information

on the flipchart or chalkboard.

b. Ask participants to read and record the drug movements for JUNE.

If you think participants are not ready to continue the activity on their own, the lead

trainer should continue to read aloud the drug movements for June.  Walk around the

room.  Help participants as needed.

If a participant asks how to record the AMOXYCILLIN 500 mg tablets, ask the question

aloud.  If no one asked, then the lead trainer asks:

"How should you record the AMOXYCILLIN 500 mg tablets?"

Answer:

Also remind participants to NEVER record different forms (tablets, syrup, etc.) or

different unit sizes (bottles of 1000, 500, 100, etc.) on the same card.  Each strength,

each form and each unit size of a drug should be recorded on its own stock card.

c. Ask participants to continue to read and record drug movements for JULY.

Walk around the room.  Help participants as needed.

When participants have finished recording the transactions, have them look at

their stock cards.  Ask:

"What was the value of the AMOXYCILLIN 250 mg stock on 15 June?"

Answer:

Write the following on the board.

�

Check that your small group participants understand how to do the calculation.
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Then, ask:

"What would be the value of 10 bottles of AMOXYCILLIN 250 mg on 15 July?"

Answer:

Write the following on the board.

�

Check that your small group participants understand how to do the calculation.

Check your small group participants' stock cards.

Ask a different participant to tell you the balance of each drug.  The BALANCE IN

STOCK on 29 July should be:

� AMOXYCILLIN 250 mg =  

� BENZYLPENICILLIN =

� TETRACYCLINE =

� AMOXYCILLIN 500 mg =

If the balances on participants' cards are correct, it is likely that all entries on the

cards were completed correctly.

If a participant does not have the correct balance, help him find and correct his

error.  Participants will ue the completed stock cards in the next session.

7. Summarise session.

Review the content covered in this session.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.
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SESSION 6:  HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORDERED

You will teach participants how to calculate averages and reorder levels in this session. 

Participants with weak math skills may find this component difficult.  Be patient.  Go slowly.

 Offer individualised instruction to the members of your small group.

When the lead trainer gives large group instruction, walk around the room, answer questions, and

make yourself available to any participant who needs help.

Before you begin this session, you should draw the example on page 30 in the manual on the

board.  You will use the example to teach "rounding up" and zero counts.

As you begin this session, review with the members of your small group how to push buttons on

the calculator to add, multiply and divide.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 9 - Requisition Form

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce the component How Supplies Are Ordered.

2. Review how to calculate an average.

3. Review how to calculate average monthly consumption.

4. Ask participants to read to page 34.

5. Review reorder factors and reorder levels.

6. Ask participants to read up to Activity V on page 38.

7. Facilitate Activity V.

8. Review Ordering Procedures Checklist.

9. Summarise session.

1. Introduce the component How Supplies Are Ordered.

Tell participants that in this session they will learn the correct procedures for ordering

supplies and basing the order on how much is used at the facility.  There are five steps. 

Name each step.  Ask a trainer to write the steps on the board.
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Ask participants to read the first item, Calculate the average monthly consumption of each

item in your store.  Give them enough time to read.  When they have finished, ask if there

are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

2. Review how to calculate an average.

As you begin this task, review with the members of your small group how to push buttons

on the calculator to add, multiply and divide, if necessary.

Go to the board.  Review the example in the math review on page 29 in the manual.  Review

it slowly, step-by-step.

Ask a clever participant to come up to the board to do exercise 1:  calculate the average

of 7, 5, 0,and 8.  Explain that a zero (0) should be counted as a number.

Answer:

�

Ask your small group participants to pay close attention to the participant who is at the

board.  When he has finished, ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

Ask your group to do exercise 2 in the example.  Help any participant who is having

difficulty.  Have your participants check their work against the answer box on page 42 in

the manual.  Help any participant who needs help.

3. Review how to calculate average monthly consumption.

Have participants look at the examples on pages 30 and 31 in their manuals.  Go to the

flipchart.  Ask a trainer to show participants on the board how to add the monthly amounts

of cotrimoxazole pediatric tablets.

Show them how to calculate the average monthly consumption (that is, divide the sum by

the number of months counted).

�

Explain to participants what to do when the average is a fraction of a whole number:

a. Go to the flipchart.  Change December's consumption of 2 bottles to 6 bottles.  Ask

a participant to tell you the steps of calculating the average monthly consumption of

this example:

Answer:
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b. Ask participants to calculate the average monthly consumption.  Then, ask one

participant to show how to do the calculation on the board (see below).

Answer:

�

�

c. Tell participants that when the average is not a whole number, they should "round

up" to the next number.

Explain that fractions of bottles cannot be ordered from a medical supplier. 

Therefore, average monthly consumptions of supplies should always be rounded up

to the next whole number.

Ask a participant how to round up the above example.

Answer:
�

Explain to participants what to do when a monthly count shows that no units of the item

were issued during the month:

a. Go to the flipchart.  Change December's consumption of 6 to 0 (zero) bottles.  Ask

participants to calculate the average monthly consumption of this example.

Participants should add the months and find the sum to be   bottles.  Then, they

should divide by   months counted (see below).

Answer:

�

b. Tell participants that zero counts should be regarded as any other number.  Even if

no units were issued, participants should use that monthly count as one of the

months to calculate average monthly consumption.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

4. Ask participants to read to page 34.

5. Review reorder factors and reorder levels.
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About reorder factors:

Tell participants that the reorder factor is the number they will use to calculate reorder

levels and ordering amounts of their supplies.  The reorder factor depends on the

frequency of deliveries.

Ask participants, "What is the reorder factor if supplies are delivered:

� Once a month?" (Answer:  )

� Every 2 months?" (Answer:  )

� Every 3 months?" (Answer:  )

� Every 4 months?" (Answer:  )

About reorder levels:

Tell participants that the reorder level indicates:

� When to order

� How much to order

� How much of the item will likely be used over a period of time

Ask a small group participant to tell you how to calculate the reorder level of an item.

Answer:

6. Ask participants to read to read up to Activity V on page 38.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

Restate the following to the participants:

"If the BALANCE IN STOCK of an item is MORE THAN or EQUAL TO its reorder

level, DO NOT ORDER that item.

"If the BALANCE IN STOCK of an item is LESS THAN its reorder level,

PLACE AN ORDER for the REORDER LEVEL of the item."

7. Facilitate Activity V.

Tell participants that Activity V has two parts.
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PART ONE

Ask participants to read PART ONE and answer the questions on page 38.

Give participants enough time to do the calculations.  Help those who seem to be having

difficulty.  Do NOT do the calculations for them.

When participants have finished, ask each question aloud.  Call on individual participants

for answers.  (See Annex A in the manual.  This activity's answer sheet can be found on

page 101.)

As participants are answering the lead trainer's questions, check your small group

participants' answers.  Help any participant who did not do the calculations correctly.

Ask participants to answer question 2 on page 39.

Give participants enough time to do the calculations.  Help those who seem to be having

difficulty.  Do NOT do the calculations for them.

When participants have finished, ask each question aloud.  Call on individual participants

for answers.

As participants are answering the lead trainer's questions, check your small group

participants' answers.  Help any participant who did not do the calculations correctly.

Ask participants to answer question 3 on page 39.

Give participants enough time to do the calculations.  Help those who seem to be having

difficulty.  Do NOT do the calculations for them.

When participants have finished, ask each question aloud.  Call on individual participants

for answers.

As participants are answering the lead trainer's questions, check your small group

participants' answers.  Help any participant who did not do the calculations correctly.

When all participants successfully finish the questions, praise them for learning how to

calculate average monthly consumption and reorder levels.  Then, tell participants they will

now do PART TWO.

PART TWO

Ask your small group participants to read and answer the questions.

Give participants enough time to answer the questions.  It is important that all participants

know their facility's schedule for ordering drugs.  They should also know the reorder factor

to use when calculating the reorder level.  If the participants do not know, try to find this

out for them.
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When participants have finished, discuss their answers.  Answers will vary.  Note

participants answers to a, b and c below.  You may need the information during Field

Training visits to participants' facilities.

Participants' names and responsesPARTICIPANTS'
ORDERING PRACTICES

a. How frequently do you order?
On what day?

b. How often are supplies delivered?
On what day?

c. What is your reorder factor?

Review how to use a requisition form to order supplies.

Project Transparency 9 - Requisition Form.  (The form you project should be the form that

participants will use at their facilities after the workshop.)  Explain and show how to fill

in each item on the form.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

8. Review the Ordering Supplies Checklist.

Review the items on the checklist (see page 115 in Annex B).  Ask participants to use a

pencil to tick the items on the checklist that they currently do at their facilities.

Tell participants they should update the information on the checklist as they improve

record-keeping procedures at their facilities.

9. Summarise session.

Review the content covered in this session.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.
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SESSION 7:  HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

Before you begin this session, remove the blank requisition and discrepancy report forms from

the boxes.  Add an expired or poor quality item to each box.  Then, make a requisition form for

each box.  The form should reflect at least two discrepancies.  To make the requisition form:

1. Fill in the top of the form.  Enter a date from last week as the date the order was placed.

 Enter yesterday's date as the date of dispatch.  Use reasonable dates for the dates the order

was received and completed.

2. Record the appropriate REQUISITION (order) and FOR MEDICAL SUPPLIER USE

ONLY (shipping) information.  The order information should include all but one of the

items in the box.  The shipping information should include an item that is not in the box.

3. Complete the form leaving blank only RECIPIENT'S SIGNATURE AND OFFICE.  Check

with a course director that the information on the form is correct. 

Make a master copy of the discrepancy report form.  You will use the master copy to check that

your small group completes the activity correctly.

Close each box.  Attach the corresponding requisition form to the outside of each box.  After you

prepare the boxes, review how to do Activity VI.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 10 - Delivery Form

� Transparency 11 - Discrepancy Report Form

� Boxes of drugs and supplies (same as Activity III), and including:

� Discrepancies in each box or on each requisition form, such as:

an item listed on the form but not in box, an item in the box but not listed

on the form, an expired or poor quality item

� Containers of expired drugs (minimum of one in each box)

� Containers of poor quality drugs (minimum of one in each box)

� Requisition forms, one for each box,

completed and taped to the outside of each box

� Master copies of Discrepancy Report forms, one for each box

� Box with side label "

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce the component How Supplies Are Received.

2. Review how to use a delivery form.

3. Review how to report a discrepancy in deliveries.

4. Facilitate Activity VI on page 48.

5. Summarise session.
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1. Introduce the component How Supplies Are Received.

Tell participants that in this session they will learn what to do with supplies when they are

delivered to their health facilities.

Ask participants to read up to Activity VI.  Give them enough time to read.  When they have

finished, ask different participants the following questions:

"Who receives supplies delivered to your facility?"

"Are deliveries recorded?"

"Do you get a delivery person's signature?"

"Are the deliveries checked when you receive them?"

"Do you check for items missing from the delivery?"

"Do you check for expired items?"

"Do you check the quality of the items?"

"Do you store your supplies immediately after receiving them?"

"If not, when do you store them?"

If a participant's answer follows the standard procedures, praise him.  If an answer does not

reflect the standard procedures, tell the participant that you hope he will be able to change

the way that supplies are currently received at his health facility.

2. Review how to use a delivery form.

Project Transparency 10 - Delivery Form.  (The form you project should be the form that

participants will use at their facilities after the workshop.)  Explain and show how to fill

in each item on the form.

3. Review how to report a discrepancy in deliveries.

Define a discrepancy:

� Item listed by the medical supplier on the requisition form but missing from the

delivery

� Item in the delivery but not listed by the medical supplier on the requisition form

� Expired item (that is, an item that cannot be used and will have to be returned

to the medical supplier or disposed of properly)

� Poor quality item

Tell participants that all discrepancies should be reported to the person in charge of the

facility and reported in writing.  Explain specific guidelines for reporting discrepancies in

the area.
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If participants will use a discrepancy report form, project Transparency 11 - Discrepancy

Report Form.  (The form you project should be the form that participants will use at their

facilities after the workshop.)  Explain and show how to fill in each item on the form.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

4. Facilitate Activity VI on page 48.

Ask participants to read the activity.  Give them enough time to read.  When they have

finished, review with them the Receiving Supplies Checklist on page 50 in the manual.  The

checklist summarises how to receive supplies at first-level health facilities.  Ask if there are

questions about the checklist or the activity.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

Give each group the box of drugs labelled with their trainer's name.

Ask small groups to receive the drugs correctly, following the steps on the checklist.  Tell

them to use today's date.

Watch your small group perform the activity.  Sign the delivery form if asked.  Use your

checklist as you watch.  If a procedure is skipped or performed incorrectly, stop the group.

 Explain the error.  Show them how to include it in the activity.

Check your group's work.

Check the acceptable supplies put on the table.  Check the unacceptable supplies that were

put aside for return to the medical supplier.  Check your group's discrepancy report form

against your master copy.  Give constructive feedback.

Collect the unacceptable supplies and put them into the box marked "return to

medical supplier."

The box should be placed in a central location in the room.

Add to the box any additional poor quality drugs that you or the course directors may

have.

Invite participants to examine the poor quality supplies.

Ask the participants to determine why each drug is considered to be of poor quality.

Go with your small group to the central location to look at the drugs.  Informally discuss

the participants' observations.
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5. Summarise session.

Review the content covered in this session.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.
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SESSION 8:  HOW DRUGS ARE DISPENSED

Before you begin this session, you should practice the following:

� How to write on a drug (prescription) label

� How to make and use a dispensing tray

� How to do the role play in Activity VII

You may have to demonstrate one or all of the above.  Be prepared.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 12 - Drug Label

� Transparency 13 - How to Make a Dispensing Tray

� Common bag carried by adults in your area

� Common toy used by small children in your area

� Shawl worn by older women

� Lab coat or badge worn by first-level health workers

� Small sheet of paper used for writing prescriptions

� Several drug containers (2 drug envelopes and 2 small bottles)

� Drug labels

� Bottle of COTRIMOXAZOLE syrup

� Bottle of PARACETAMOL 500 mg tablets

� Common spoon

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce the component How Drugs Are Dispensed.

2. Review how to use a drug label.

3. Show participants how to make a drug tray.

4. Show how to dispense using a drug label and a dispensing tray.

5. Facilitate Activity VII on page 56.

6. Summarise session.

1. Introduce the component How Drugs Are Dispensed.

Tell participants that in this session they will learn the standard procedures for

dispensing to patients.

Ask participants to read up to Activity VII.  Give them enough time to read.  When they

have finished, review the five basic steps of dispensing drugs:

CHECK, COLLECT, COUNT, PACKAGE, DISPENSE

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.
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2. Review how to use a drug label.

Tell participants to always attach a prescription label with complete instructions to the

containers of drugs that are dispensed to patients.  Explain that they should write the

prescription on the label before attaching it to the patient's drug container.

Project Transparency 12 - Drug Label.  Tell participants that the label in the manual is an

example of a label used at some health facilities.  Explain that labels used in your district

may look different.  How a label looks is not crucial; that a label carries complete

instruction for taking the drug at home is crucial.

Ask a participant the name of a commonly used drug.  Then ask him for a likely

prescription for that drug.  Write the prescription on the label as you would for a patient.

 (Write a common name and today's date on the label.)

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

3. Show participants how to make a dispensing tray.

Explain that a dispensing tray is used to count tablets or capsules.  It is also used to pour

the drugs into a container for the patient to take home.  Using a dispensing tray is a safe

way to prepare drugs for patients.

Ask participants how they count drugs at their facilities.  Explain that the method you are

teaching is for areas where commercial dispensing trays are not available.

Project Transparency 13 - How to Make a Dispensing Tray.  Ask participants to remove

a piece of paper from their notebooks.  Following the steps on the transparency, show

participants how to make the tray.

Ask your small group participants to make a tray.  Help them, as needed.

4. Show how to dispense using a drug label and a dispensing tray.

Use a drug label that is used in facilities in the area, a drug envelope or small container, and

the dispensing tray (see above).  Use the bottle of paracetamol tablets that you will use in

Activity VII.  Use a reasonable prescription for paracetamol (for example, � tablet every

6 hours until fever is gone, return in 2 days if fever persists).

Show participants in your small group the correct steps for writing on the label and counting

tablets into a drug envelope.

1. Write on the label.

2. Attach the label to the drug envelope.

3. Open the bottle.

4. Check the quality of the tablets.

5. Count the quantity using the dispensing tray.

6. Put the prescribed amount into the drug envelope.
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After you demonstrate for your small group, let participants practice.  Ask if there are

questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

5. Facilitate Activity VII on page 56.

Ask participants to read the activity.

Give them enough time to read.  Review the Dispensing Procedures Checklist.  Ask if there

are questions about the checklist or the activity.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

If your participants understand the dispensing procedures and have the skills to act them out

in a role play, begin the activity.  If your participants are having difficulty, demonstrate the

role play with the other trainers.  Then, begin the activity.

Explain that you will randomly select one group to present the role play.

Explain that everyone will benefit from planning and rehearsing even if they are not

chosen to present it.  The planning and rehearsing process helps participants learn the

dispensing procedures.

Assign each group to a separate corner in the room.

Explain that groups will be less distracted if they are separated.

After the groups move to their assigned corners, ask who will play each role.  Ask if there

are questions about the role play activity.  Answer questions thoroughly.  Remind them to

use the checklist as they develop and rehearse their act.  Encourage all participants to

participate.  Give the participants approximately 15 minutes.

Be available.  Help your group with acting out procedures, if asked.

Watch the groups.  You may want to comment later on the rehearsals, particularly any

notable aspects that you observe.

Randomly select one group to present their role play.

Give that group the box of role play supplies.  Give them a few minutes to practice their act

with the supplies.

Remind the other groups to watch carefully and quietly.  Remind them to write on the

checklist procedures done well and those could be improved.

Ask the selected group to introduce the child, mother, grandmother and health worker.  Ask

the group to begin.
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After the role play, thank the group.

Ask participants to comment on good aspects of the role play.  Include your positive

comments.  Then, ask participants if any steps or procedures were omitted or out of order.

 Ask what would have worked better.  Listen carefully to the comments.

Discuss the importance of dispensing procedures with your small group.

Discuss how the procedures can be implemented at participants' facilities.

6. Summarise session.

Review the content covered in this session.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.
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SESSION 9:  HOW PAYMENT IS RECEIVED

This component is for those facilities where patients buy (exchange money for) drugs.  If patients

do not buy drugs from facilities, you may omit the activities of this component.  However, the

information in this chapter is still worth reading.

More and more health facilities throughout the world are having to charge patients for health

care.  Therefore, the procedures recommended here are valuable.  Even if no money is exchanged

at present, the person responsible for the drug supply needs an organised method for keeping

records of items dispensed to patients.

Before you begin this session, determine whether the objects mentioned in the manual are

available at your facilities.  The items are a receipt book, locking money box, boxes or cabinets

to make a filing system, and bank receipts.   If they are available, place them on a table for

everyone to see.  If not, do NOT bring them to the workshop.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Payment receipt used in your area

� Payment ledger in your area

� Payment book common to your area

� Locking money box

� Simple filing system (file or boxes) for organising payment records

� Duplicate receipt given by bank in your area when deposits are made

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce the component How Payment Is Received.

2. As appropriate, show examples of supplies needed for this component.

3. Facilitate Activity VIII on page 61.

4. Summarise session.

1. Introduce the component How Payment Is Received.

Tell participants that in this session they will learn how to receive money from patients.

Ask participants to read up to Activity VIII.  Give them enough time to read.  When they

have finished, ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

If there is an illegal drug market in your country, tell participants that this is another

reason why they should sell the full course of treatment to patients.  If not, a patient buy

extra tablets or syrup from a drug dealer on the street.  The patient may be putting his

health and recovery at risk.  Drugs bought from a street vendor may be expired, of poor

quality, the wrong drug for the patient's illness, or not drugs at all.
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2. As appropriate, show examples of supplies needed for this component.

Ask participants to come up to the table to observe the component supplies used in

facilities in the area.  Supplies may include one or more of the following:

� Payment receipt

� Payment ledger

� Common payment book

� Locking money box

� Filing system

� Bank receipts

Explain and show how to use each item.  Pass the items around to the participants.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

3. Facilitate Activity VIII on page 61.

Ask participants to read and do the activity.  Ask them to think about payment procedures

at their facility as they complete the Payment Procedures Checklist.

When your group has finished, review their checklists.  Note problems participants have

receiving payment from patients.  Discuss solutions for those problems.

4. Summarise session.

Review the content covered in this session.

Make any additional points that you noted below.
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SESSION 10:  HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR DRUG SUPPLY

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transparency 14 - Drug Supply Plan, front side

� Transparency 15 - Drug Supply Plan, back side

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce the chapter How To Improve Your Drug Supply.

2. Facilitate Activity IX on page 68.

3. Summarise session.

1. Introduce the chapter How To Improve Your Drug Supply.

Tell participants that they have learned the standard procedures for the seven components

of first-level drug supply management.  In this session they will learn how to make a plan

to improve the drug supply at their facilities.

Ask participants to read up to Activity IX.  Give them enough time to read.  When they have

finished, ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

Project Transparencies 14 and 15, the front and back sides of the Drug Supply Plan.  (If

participants have many questions or seem confused, review the example in the manual and

explain how to make a plan on the worksheet.)

Then, for one component, ask participants to suggest some improvements they need to make

at their facilities.  Ask a trainer to write these on the board.  Show participants how to

organise the improvements according to their logical steps (that is, include necessary

preparations).

Finally, select one or two tasks and list them under the appropriate component heading on

the transparency.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

2. Facilitate Activity IX on page 68.

Ask participants to read Activity IX.  Give them enough time to read.

When your small group participants have finished reading, ask them to think about how

they manage each component of the drug supply at their facilities.
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Ask them to determine the following:

� Standard procedures that are done and done correctly

� Standard procedures that are done but need improvement

� Standard procedures that are NOT done and should be implemented

Explain that they will not list procedures done correctly on their plan.  They only list

procedures done incorrectly or not done at all. 

Ask if there are questions about the activity.  Answer all questions thoroughly. 

Have participants do Activity IX.

Remind them to list procedures in pencil.  Remind them to list all preparations that they

need to do before they can begin a procedure.

Watch participants as they work.  If it appears that a participant is copying the examples

from the manual, interrupt him.  Encourage him to rethink the situation at his facility.  Ask

some questions to help him think of ways to improve his drug supply.  If necessary, help

him fill out his drug supply worksheet.

After participants have finished, review their Drug Supply Management Plans.

Ask each participant to read aloud the tasks listed for one of the components.  After each

reading, praise the participant and support changes he will make.  Be careful NOT to make

the participant feel inferior because of the current situation at his facility.

Reading worksheets aloud will help participants understand how to develop plans, give

them an idea of the drug supply conditions at other facilities in their district, and remind

them of improvements that they may otherwise forget.

3. Summarise session.

Review the content covered in this session.  Tell participants they will have time later in

the workshop to review and possibly make changes to their plans.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.
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SESSION 11:  PREPARATIONS FOR WORKSHOP FIELD TRIP

The field trip usually takes place on the third morning of the workshop.  Trainers and participants

will use field trip forms to guide their observations.  The forms for trainers can be found in

Section D in this guide. There are two sets:

� SET ONE begins on page D-1.  SET ONE forms are for your personal observations

during the field trip.  The forms are the same as the ones in the Participant's Manual.

� SET TWO begins on page D-9.  SET TWO forms are for compiling your group's field

trip observations at the end of the site visit.  This set can be left at the field trip facility

upon request.  In SET TWO there is no Exit Interview form.  Facility staff does not

need this information.

Before you begin this session, you should know how your small group will travel to and from the

field trip facility.  Check with a course director on transportation arrangements.

You should also know about field trip meal plans.  There is time in the schedule for your group

to have a mid-day meal during the field trip.  These guidelines recommend carrying a boxed

lunch.  Check with the director on meal plans.

Be prepared to demonstrate how to conduct an Exit Interview.  Practice the role play with another

trainer.  One of you should be the interviewer.  The other should be a patient leaving the facility.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transportation arrangements

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce the chapter The Workshop Field Trip.

2. State field trip objectives.

3. Review field trip schedule.

4. Review field trip forms.

5. Facilitate Activity X on page 73.

6. Summarise field trip activities.

1. Introduce the chapter Workshop Field Trip.

Tell participants that each small group will take a field trip with the group's trainer to a

first-level health facility similar to the one where they work.  Tell them when the field trips

will take place (in a typical workshop, tomorrow) and the duration of the visit (in a typical

workshop, during the morning until early afternoon).

Explain that each small group will prepare for its own field trip.
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Ask participants to read the chapter.  Give them enough time to read.  When they have

finished, tell them they will now make preparations for the field trip with their small group

leaders.

2. State field trip objectives.

Tell participants that the purpose of the visit is to observe drug supply management "in

action."  Explain that participants' observations will be guided by the component checklists

used in the workshop.

Explain that participants should be observers only and NOT disrupt the work going on at

the facility.  Participants should NOT try to change the way the facility's staff is currently

managing their drug supply.

Tell participants that the field trip experience will reinforce for them the standard

procedures they have learned in the workshop.  It will also help them understand how

procedures can be implemented at their own facilities.

Ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

3. Review field trip schedule.

Have participants turn to the schedule on page 74 in their manuals.  Read the schedule

aloud.

Explain that the schedule is flexible and you will use it as a guide.  Upon arrival at the

facility, you will ask about the clinic hours and schedule the dispensing observations

accordingly.  You will also ask if supplies are to be delivered during your visit.  If so, you

will schedule those observations accordingly.

Ask if there are questions. Answer all questions thoroughly.

4. Review field trip forms.

Ask participants to turn to the field trip forms on page 75 in their manuals.  Explain that

participants should use these forms to keep notes of their observations while at the facility.

Tell participants to use the Stock Card Checklist only at facilities where health workers

keep records on stock cards.  There is no checklist for ordering supplies as it is unlikely that

health workers will be ordering supplies during the field trip.  Use the Payment Procedures

Checklist only at facilities where patients pay for drugs.

Tell participants that one form may be new to them.  The Exit Interview form will show the

observer whether dispensers are dispensing to patients correctly.

5. Facilitate Activity X on page 73.
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With another trainer, show participants how to conduct an exit interview.

Have your small group participants practice conducting exit interviews. 

Separate your small group participants into pairs.  Have each participant take a turn being

the interviewer.  Watch the pairs as they practice.  Remind participants that they should only

ask the patient very simple questions and NOT prompt his answers.

Select one participant to interview two patients in front of the large group.

Ask two trainers to be patients.  Ask the other participants to record the results of the

interviews on the form on page 73 in their manuals.

Give constructive feedback on how the interviews were done.

Review the results of the last two interviews.

Help any participant who is having difficulty using the form.

Ask if there are questions about how to conduct an exit interview.  Answer all questions

thoroughly.

6. Summarise field trip activities.

Review the content covered in this session.  Tell participants that to be a good field trip

observer, they should:

� Be respectful of work being done at the facility

� Follow the trainer's instructions at the facility

� Quietly observe each component and tick YES or NO on the checklists

Tell participants where and when to meet for the field trip.  Explain meal arrangements.

 Remind participants to bring their manual and writing materials.  Ask if there are

questions about the field trip.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.
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SESSION 12:  THE WORKSHOP FIELD TRIP

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Thank-you cards and envelopes

� Boxed lunches

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Meet your small group and travel to the field trip facility.

2. Conduct field trip activities.

3. Return to workshop location.

4. Summarise field trip.

1. Meet your small group and travel to the field trip facility.

Check that participants have their manuals and writing materials.  If lunches have been

prepared, give a boxed lunch to each participant.

Use the transportation that has been arranged for your group and travel to the facility.

2. Conduct field trip activities.

Meet with the person in charge (and staff, if possible).

Introduce yourselves.  Thank the staff for allowing you to spend the morning at the facility.

 Explain the following:

� You are students of a course that is promoting standardised procedures for drug

supply management recommended by World Health Organisation.

� You would like to observe this facility's drug supply management.

� You will try not to interfere or disrupt any activities planned at the facility.

� You hope the visit will be pleasant.

Ask about the day's schedule.

Schedule observations of the components so that your time at the facility is used efficiently.

 Note clinic hours (that is, when patients are receiving care).  You want to ensure that

participants are able to observe dispensing procedures and conduct exit interviews.
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Observe the drug supply components.

If possible, have participants observe components together.  Keep your comments to a

minimum.  Remind participants that you are not trying to fix anything.  Be respectful of

health workers as they do their jobs.  As you complete your observations of a component,

thank the staff for letting you watch.

� How the Drug Store Is Prepared

Have participants observe the general conditions of the store, inside and out,

including the store's security.  Have them record their observations on the

Physical Conditions Checklist.

� How Supplies Are Organised

Have participants observe how supplies are organised.  Check if there are shelves

and locking cabinets.  Check labels and expiry dates.  Ask what happens to poor

quality or expired drugs.  Have them record observations on the Storage

Procedures Checklist.

� How Records Are Kept

If appropriate, ask a staff member to show your group how this facility keeps

stock records.  Have participants record observations on the Stock Card

Checklist.

� How Supplies Are Ordered

If supplies are ordered based on past consumption, ask when orders are placed,

how often and the amount ordered.  Take notes.

� How Supplies Are Received

If supplies are delivered while you are at the facility, have participants observe

using the Receiving Supplies Checklist.

If there are no shipments, ask a staff member how supplies are received.  Ask

what happens when there is a discrepancy in the order.  Have participants record

observations on the checklist.

� How Drugs Are Dispensed

Have participants observe dispensing procedures.  It may be appropriate that two

participants observe dispensing procedures using the checklist and two conduct

exit interviews using the form.
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� How Payment Is Received

If patients pay for items dispensed to them, have participants observe the

transaction and other payment procedures.  Have them record observations on

the Payment Procedures Checklist.

Discuss, in private, observations made on the checklists.

All participants should have have the same items ticked on the checklists.  If not, check the

checklist items after this discussion, if possible.

Remove your extra set of field trip forms from Section D.  Ask a participant to neatly copy

the group's observations onto the checklists.

Write a short thank-you note to the facility staff on the thank-you card.  Sign the card.  Have

each participant sign the card.

Meet with the person in charge, staff or person who manages the drug supply.

� Give him the thank-you card.  Mention one or two good practices observed by

your group.

� Give him a Handbook for Drug Supply Management at the First-level Health

Facility.  Explain that the handbook contains the standard operating

procedures for drug supply management.  Encourage him and his staff to read

the handbook and implement the procedures at the facility.

� Ask if the staff would like a copy of the observations made by your

participants.  If so, give him the extra set of forms.

If your group observed a serious problem that has an easy-to-implement

solution, you may wish to mention it at this time.  Be tactful.  Remember, the

objective of the field trip was to observe, not change anything.

� Thank him for cooperating with you during the visit.

3. Return to workshop location.

Use the transportation arranged for your group.

4. Summarise field trip.

Encourage participants to informally discuss their observations with each other.  When it

becomes quiet, ask each group to comment on their observations.  Ask if there were

conditions or practices that stood out.  Write those items on the chalkboard.  Discuss the

conditions or practices, and relate them to the situation at the participants' facilities.
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Ask participants if there are items they would like to add or change on their Drug Supply

Plans based on their field trip observations.  Give participants time to work on their plans.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.

If this workshop is not followed by the Field Training segment, conclude the
workshop now.  Turn to Session 14 on page C-46.
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SESSION 13:  FIELD TRAINING PREPARATIONS

Before you begin this session, you should know the date you will visit each participant at the

facility.  Ask the course director, if necessary.  You should make posters that contain the Field

Training assignments (that is, which trainer visits which participant on which day).  Make one

poster for each small group.  Display the posters on the classroom wall.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Posters with Field Training assignments

� Field Training letters

� File folders

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Introduce the Field Training segment.

2. Discuss Field Training dates.

3. Facilitate Activity XII on page 84.

4. Summarise session.

1. Introduce the Field Training segment.

Tell participants that the Field Training is the last segment of the Drug Supply

Management training.  It is similar to the field trip.  The Field Training is a one-day visit

by a trainer to each participant's facility.  The trainer will want to:

� See the physical condition of the facility's store

� See the improvements made since the workshop

� See how the participant manages each component

� Determine if the participant needs additional training or help

� Help the participant continue to improve the drug supply

Explain that the trainer will use forms similar to the field trip forms to make his

observations during the initial part of the visit.  Then the trainer will work directly with the

participant.  The trainer's objective is to support the participant as he implements the

standard procedures at his facility.

Ask participants to read up to Activity XII.  Give them enough time to read.  When they have

finished, ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

2. Discuss Field Training dates.

Explain to your small group that you will visit each one of them sometime during the next

two weeks.  Ask participants to look at the assignments displayed in the room.
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Explain that you and another trainer will visit facilities together next week.  You will make

Field Training visits alone during Week 4.

Explain to participants who will be visited during Week 3 that you know there is little time

to accomplish all items listed on their Drug Supply Plans.  Tell them to do what they can

and that you will work with them to make the Field Training as productive as possible.

3. Facilitate Activity XII on page 84.

Ask participants to read Activity XII.  Give them enough time to read.  When they have

finished, ask if there are questions.  Answer all questions thoroughly.

Review the Field Training forms in Annex C in the Participant's Manual.

Explain that there are two forms that participants did not use during the field trip.  They

are the Ordering Supplies Checklist and Field Training Report.

Trainers will use the Ordering Supplies Checklist only if participants are presently

ordering supplies based on past consumption or will begin this practice in the future.

Trainers will use the Field Training Report to help you plan continued drug supply

improvements.

Ask participants to carefully remove the forms from the manual.  Ask them to enter their

name and the name of their facility on each form.

Give each participant a file folder.

Ask participants to make a file folder for their Field Training forms.  Watch that they staple

the forms onto the folder correctly.  Tell them to write their names on the outside of the

folder.

Meet individually with each participant.

a. Ask for the participant's file and Drug Supply Plan.

Agree to the date of the Field Training visit.  (If there is a problem with the date, ask

a course director to intervene.  Make arrangements to contact the participant after the

workshop if the problem cannot be immediately resolved.)

Ask the participant to enter the Field Training date on his plan and on the front of his

manual.  Determine how many days the participant will have to do the tasks listed on

the plan.

b. Review the participant's plan.

Discuss tasks that may be too difficult to complete at this time.  Discuss tasks that may

need your help.
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Help the participant make changes to the plan based on this discussion.

c. Ask the participant which tasks he can actually do before the Field Training.

Discuss the tasks.  Make sure they are reasonable, given the amount of time the

participant will have before your visit.  Have him initial those tasks on his plan.

Discuss the tasks remaining on the plan.  Ask the participant to suggest ways to do the

items.  Explain to the participant that this may include asking another person for

assistance.

Ask the participant if he has concerns about the Field Training.  Respond to his

concerns thoughtfully.

d. Ask the participant to make you a copy of his plan.

The participant should use the form on page 87 in his manual.  Give him enough time.

 (While you are waiting for the participant to make you a copy of his form, you can

meet with another participant from your small group.)

When the participant has finished copying the form, ask him to remove the completed

form from the manual and to give it to you.  Check it against the original.  The

participant should not have omitted any task or notation from the copied plan.

Put the copied plan inside the participant's folder.  You will refer to it when you

prepare for the participant's Field Training visit.

e. Explain and show the Field Training letter to the participant.

See the sample letter on page B-11 in Section B of this guide.  Prepare the letter. 

If you are using the sample letter, fill in the blank lines with the following:

� Today's date

� Name and title of the person in charge of the participant's facility

� Name of the facility

� Address of the facility

� Name of person in charge

� Date of the Field Training

� Participant's name

� Your signature, name and title

Give the letter to the participant.  Ask him to give the letter to the person in charge of

his facility on return from the workshop.
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4. Summarise session.

Review the content covered in this session.

Make any additional points that you have noted below.
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SESSION 14:  WORKSHOP CLOSING

Before you begin this session, you should prepare brief remarks to conclude the workshop.  You

will want to summarise what participants have learned and encourage participants to transfer the

knowledge and skills to their jobs.

Review the workshop questionnaires you will give to participants.  If you are confused on how

to fill out the questionnaire, it is likely that your participants will also be confused.  Ask your

course director for explanation.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Workshop Questionnaires

� DSM group photographs

� Drug Supply Management Certificates

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Ask participants to complete a workshop questionnaire.

2. Give directors the opportunity to speak to the participants.

3. Give final remarks.

4. Dismiss participants.

1. Ask participants to complete a workshop questionnaire.

Give each small group participant a questionnaire.  Ask participants to evaluate the

workshop.  Remind them to answer honestly as their responses will help you improve

subsequent workshops.

Answer all questions as needed.  Do NOT prompt participants' answers.

2. Give directors the opportunity to speak to the participants.

After their remarks, a director will give a training certificate and a group photograph to each

participant and trainer.

3. Give final remarks.

If guests are present, acknowledge and thank them for their interest in (and contributions

to) drug supply management in first-level health facilities.

Present a brief summary of the workshop.
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Explain to the participants that upon return to their jobs, they should:

� Give the Field Training letter to the person in charge at their facilities.

� Display the drug supply checklists in appropriate places at their facilities.

� Meet with their facility staff:

- Explain that drug supply management is a team effort.  Encourage all staff

to rotate through the store and dispensary to learn the standard

procedures.

- Show them the checklists for each component.  The checklists contain the

standard procedures for staff to follow.

- Show them your Drug Supply Plan.  Explain that it contains drug supply

improvements that you plan to make.  Ask for their help.

- Describe the Field Training.  Tell staff the date you will be visited by your

trainer.  Again, ask the staff for their support on that day.

� Begin improvements.

5. Dismiss participants.

If this workshop is not followed by the Field Training segment, meet with the
course director to debrief.  Turn to Field Training Session 1 on page E-2.
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Storage Procedures Checklist .................................... D-15
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Receiving Supplies Checklist .................................... D-19

Dispensing Procedures Checklist .............................. D-21
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FIELD TRIP FORMS:

SET ONE

Use this set of forms to observe drug supply practices

while at the field trip facility with the participants.
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONS CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes the conditions in this store.  If not,

tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES  NO

1. � � The store is separate from the dispensary; drugs are not dispensed to

patients from the store.

2. � � The store is large enough to keep all of the supplies.

3. � � The door to the store has 2 locks; each lock has a separate key.

4. � � The store is kept locked at all times when not in use.

5. � � The store structure is in good condition; there are no cracks, holes or signs

of water damage.

6. � � There is a ceiling in the store; the ceiling is in good condition.

7. � � Air moves freely in the store; fans and screens are in good condition.

8. � � The windows are painted white or have curtains; windows are secured and

have grills.

9. � � The store is free of pests; there are no signs of pest infestations.

10. � � The store is tidy; shelves are dusted, floor is swept, and walls are clean.

11. � � Supplies are stored neatly on shelves or in boxes.

12. � � Shelves and boxes are raised off the floor, on pallets or on boards and

bricks.

13. � � The refrigerator is in good condition; there is no staff food in the refrigerator.

14. � � Narcotics and psychotropic drugs are kept separate in a double-locked

storage space.
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STORAGE PROCEDURES CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes the organisation in this store.  If not,
tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES  NO

1. � � Supplies are shelved in groups:  externals, internals and injectables.

2. � � Tablets, capsules and other dry medicines (such as ORS packets) are

stored in airtight containers on the upper shelves.

3. � � Liquids, ointments and injectables are stored on the middle shelves.

4. � � Supplies, such as surgical items, condoms and labels, are stored on the

bottom shelves.

5. � � Cold-chain items are stored in the refrigerator.

6. � � Supplies are arranged on the shelves in alphabetical order by generic name.

7. � � Items are grouped in amounts that are easy to count.

8. � � There are no expired drugs in the store.

9. � � Drugs with shorter expiry dates are placed in front of those with later expiry

dates.

10. � � For drugs with the same expiry date, newly received drugs are placed behind

those already on the shelves.

11. � � Supplies with no expiry or manufacture date are stored in the order received.

12. � � Supplies with no expiry date but with a manufacture date are placed with

later dates behind shorter dates.

13. � � There are no poor quality drugs on the shelves.

14. � � There are no overstocked or no longer used items on the shelves.

15. � � There is a record of the removal of drugs; the record includes date, time,

witness and manner of removal.
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STOCK CARD CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes how stock cards are used in this
store.  If not, tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES  NO

1. � � There is a stock card for each item in the store.

2. � � All information on the stock card is current and correct.

3. � � The stock card is kept with the item on the shelf.

4. � � Information is recorded on the stock card at the time of movement.

5. � � There is an accurate running tally kept in the BALANCE IN STOCK

column.

6. � � A physical count is made at regular intervals, such as once a month.
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RECEIVING SUPPLIES CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes how supplies are organised in this
store.  If not, tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES  NO

1. � � A health worker receives deliveries in person.

2. � � The health worker checks the outside of the boxes at time of delivery.

3. � � The health worker keeps a record of deliveries, such as on a delivery

form.

4. � � The delivery person signs the form before he leaves the facility.

5. � � The health worker checks the supplies received against the items

listed on the delivery's requisition form.

6. � � The health worker checks expiry dates of all items.

The health worker checks for poor quality items, such as:

7. � � Poorly packaged refrigerated items

8. � � Discolouration of drugs and vaccines

9. � � Broken containers and supplies spoiled by leakage

10. � � Unsealed and unlabelled items

If deterioration is suspected, the health worker checks for:

11. � � Unusual odours of tablets and capsules

12. � � Damaged tablets or capsules

13. � � Injectables with small particles that reflect light

14. � � The health worker does not accept expired or poor quality items.

15. � � The health worker documents all discrepancies.

16. � � The health worker stores the supplies; the movement of each item is

recorded on its stock card.
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DISPENSING PROCEDURES CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes how drugs are dispensed to
patients.  If not, tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES NO

1. � � At the beginning of the day or clinic session, a health worker issues all items

needed from the store to the appropriate dispensing area.

2. � � The health worker records the movement of each item on its stock card.

3. � � The items in the dispensary are organised in the same way as the items in

the store.

4. � � The dispenser checks that the prescription is appropriate for the patient.

5. � � The dispenser collects a container of the prescribed item and checks its

expiry date.

6. � � The dispenser collects a small container so the patient can take the drug

home.

7. � � The dispenser labels the package with the patient's name, date, name of the

item, quantity dispensed, and written instructions for the patient.

8. � � The dispenser opens the container and checks the quality of its contents.

9. � � The dispenser counts out the quantity prescribed in a safe manner.

10. � � The dispenser puts the correct amount of the drug in the package.

11. � � The dispenser puts back into the container any extra tablets or capsules; the

container is closed before another container is opened.

12. � � The dispenser gives the package to the patient and tells him the name of the

drug, what the drug is for, and dosage.

13. � � The dispenser shows or tells the patient how to prepare and take the dose.

14. � � The dispenser asks the patient to repeat the instructions.  (Important!)

15. � � The dispenser tells the patient to keep all drugs and medical supplies in a

safe place at home, and out of the reach of children.
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EXIT INTERVIEW FORM

Use this form to interview up to 5 patients leaving the health facility.

Identify patients by number only.  Ask the following 2 questions.  Tick (�) the
appropriate boxes based on the patient's answers.

If you think the patient knows more, ask:  What else did the dispenser tell you?

ASK: 1. Were you

    given

    medicine? 2.  How will you take your medicine?

EXIT  INTERVIEW YES NO WHEN HOW MUCH FOR HOW LONG HOW

PATIENT  1

PATIENT  2

PATIENT  3

PATIENT   4

PATIENT   5

COMMENTS
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PAYMENT PROCEDURES CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the procedure is followed.  If not, tick NO.  NO items need to
be implemented or improved.

YES NO

1. � � The health worker charges the patient for the full course of treatment.

2. � � The health worker gives any patient who pays for medicines a

numbered receipt.

3. � � A copy of the patient's receipt is kept at the health facility.

4. � � The health worker checks the amount of each payment received from

a patient against the amount written on the receipt.

5. � � There is a secure place at the facility where all payments are kept.

6. � � There is a written record of the money received; it includes a running

balance.

5. � � The health worker deposits all money received at the health facility in

a bank, council office or post office.
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FIELD TRIP FORMS:

SET TWO

Use this set of forms to compile your group's observations.
Leave the set at the facility upon request.
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONS CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes the conditions in this store.  If not,

tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES  NO

1. � � The store is separate from the dispensary; drugs are not dispensed to

patients from the store.

2. � � The store is large enough to keep all of the supplies.

3. � � The door to the store has 2 locks; each lock has a separate key.

4. � � The store is kept locked at all times when not in use.

5. � � The store structure is in good condition; there are no cracks, holes or signs

of water damage.

6. � � There is a ceiling in the store; the ceiling is in good condition.

7. � � Air moves freely in the store; fans and screens are in good condition.

8. � � The windows are painted white or have curtains; windows are secured and

have grills.

9. � � The store is free of pests; there are no signs of pest infestations.

10. � � The store is tidy; shelves are dusted, floor is swept, and walls are clean.

11. � � Supplies are stored neatly on shelves or in boxes.

12. � � Shelves and boxes are raised off the floor, on pallets or on boards and

bricks.

13. � � The refrigerator is in good condition; there is no staff food in the refrigerator.

14. � � Narcotics and psychotropic drugs are kept separate in a double-locked

storage space.
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STORAGE PROCEDURES CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes the organisation in this store.  If not,
tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES  NO

1. � � Supplies are shelved in groups:  externals, internals and injectables.

2. � � Tablets, capsules and other dry medicines (such as ORS packets) are

stored in airtight containers on the upper shelves.

3. � � Liquids, ointments and injectables are stored on the middle shelves.

4. � � Supplies, such as surgical items, condoms and labels, are stored on the

bottom shelves.

5. � � Cold-chain items are stored in the refrigerator.

6. � � Supplies are arranged on the shelves in alphabetical order by generic name.

7. � � Items are grouped in amounts that are easy to count.

8. � � There are no expired drugs in the store.

9. � � Drugs with shorter expiry dates are placed in front of those with later expiry

dates.

10. � � For drugs with the same expiry date, newly received drugs are placed behind

those already on the shelves.

11. � � Supplies with no expiry or manufacture date are stored in the order received.

12. � � Supplies with no expiry date but with a manufacture date are placed with

later dates behind shorter dates.

13. � � There are no poor quality drugs on the shelves.

14. � � There are no overstocked or no longer used items on the shelves.

15. � � There is a record of the removal of drugs; the record includes date, time,

witness and manner of removal.
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STOCK CARD CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes how stock cards are used in this
store.  If not, tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES  NO

1. � � There is a stock card for each item in the store.

2. � � All information on the stock card is current and correct.

3. � � The stock card is kept with the item on the shelf.

4. � � Information is recorded on the stock card at the time of movement.

5. � � There is an accurate running tally kept in the BALANCE IN STOCK

column.

6. � � A physical count is made at regular intervals, such as once a month.
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RECEIVING SUPPLIES CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes how supplies are organised in this
store.  If not, tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES  NO

1. � � A health worker receives deliveries in person.

2. � � The health worker checks the outside of the boxes at time of delivery.

3. � � The health worker keeps a record of deliveries, such as on a delivery

form.

4. � � The delivery person signs the form before he leaves the facility.

5. � � The health worker checks the supplies received against the items

listed on the delivery's requisition form.

6. � � The health worker checks expiry dates of all items.

The health worker checks for poor quality items, such as:

7. � � Poorly packaged refrigerated items

8. � � Discolouration of drugs and vaccines

9. � � Broken containers and supplies spoiled by leakage

10. � � Unsealed and unlabelled items

If deterioration is suspected, the health worker checks for:

11. � � Unusual odours of tablets and capsules

12. � � Damaged tablets or capsules

13. � � Injectables with small particles that reflect light

14. � � The health worker does not accept expired or poor quality items.

15. � � The health worker documents all discrepancies.

16. � � The health worker stores the supplies; the movement of each item is

recorded on its stock card.
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DISPENSING PROCEDURES CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the statement describes how drugs are dispensed to
patients.  If not, tick NO.  NO items need to be implemented or improved.

YES NO

1. � � At the beginning of the day or clinic session, a health worker issues all items

needed from the store to the appropriate dispensing area.

2. � � The health worker records the movement of each item on its stock card.

3. � � The items in the dispensary are organised in the same way as the items in

the store.

4. � � The dispenser checks that the prescription is appropriate for the patient.

5. � � The dispenser collects a container of the prescribed item and checks its

expiry date.

6. � � The dispenser collects a small container so the patient can take the drug

home.

7. � � The dispenser labels the package with the patient's name, date, name of the

item, quantity dispensed, and written instructions for the patient.

8. � � The dispenser opens the container and checks the quality of its contents.

9. � � The dispenser counts out the quantity prescribed in a safe manner.

10. � � The dispenser puts the correct amount of the drug in the package.

11. � � The dispenser puts back into the container any extra tablets or capsules; the

container is closed before another container is opened.

12. � � The dispenser gives the package to the patient and tells him the name of the

drug, what the drug is for, and dosage.

13. � � The dispenser shows or tells the patient how to prepare and take the dose.

14. � � The dispenser asks the patient to repeat the instructions.  (Important!)

15. � � The dispenser tells the patient to keep all drugs and medical supplies in a

safe place at home, and out of the reach of children.
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PAYMENT PROCEDURES CHECKLIST

Tick (�) the YES box if the procedure is followed.  If not, tick NO.  NO items need to
be implemented or improved.

YES NO

1. � � The health worker charges the patient for the full course of treatment.

2. � � The health worker gives any patient who pays for medicines a

numbered receipt.

3. � � A copy of the patient's receipt is kept at the health facility.

4. � � The health worker checks the amount of each payment received from

a patient against the amount written on the receipt.

5. � � There is a secure place at the facility where all payments are kept.

6. � � There is a written record of the money received; it includes a running

balance.

5. � � The health worker deposits all money received at the health facility in

a bank, council office or post office.
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FIELD TRAINING SCHEDULE

Travel time to participants' facilities may be long.  You will need a minimum of three
hours for a productive Field Training visit.  Use the schedule as a guide.

Arrive

at

facility

1. Meet with the participant.  Ask how his work is going.

2. Meet with facility staff, if possible. Give an overview of the

importance of correct drug supply management.

3. Ask about the facility's schedule.  Decide when to observe each

component.

During

the

next

3 hours

4. Observe the components:

� How the Drug Store is Prepared

� How Supplies are Organised

� How Records are Kept

� How Supplies are Ordered

� How Supplies are Received

� How Drugs are Dispensed

� How Payment is Received

Ask about any component not observed.  Note observations on

corresponding Field Training forms and participant's Drug

Supply Plan.

5. Determine how to help the participant improve his drug supply.

6. Do QUICK ACTIVITIES with the participant.

7. Do a few MAJOR TASKS with the participant.

8. Agree to the drug supply improvements remaining to be done.

9. Meet with the participant and the person in charge.  Bring

closure to the Field Training visit:

� Review the progress made during the day.

� Give person in charge a copy of the handbook.

� Complete a Field Training Report.
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SECTION E:  FIELD TRAINING

ABOUT THE FIELD TRAINING

The Field Training is the last segment of the Drug Supply Management training.  Each trainer

visits each of his small group participants on the job.

The objectives of the Field Training visit are:

� to see the condition of drug supply management at the participant's facility

� to support the transfer of the standard procedures to the participant's job

� to identify problems that currently exist in the facility's drug supply

� to help the participant correct problems; that is, to offer individualised training,

guidance or help as needed by the participant

� to encourage the participant to continue implementation of the standard procedures

of drug supply management

The Field Training demonstrates whether participants understood the content of the

workshop.  The Field Training ensures that participants begin to implement the standard

procedures at their facilities.

After participants return to their facilities, you will have a day to learn more about the Field

Training.  During that time, the directors will facilitate a workshop debriefing to discuss the

success of the training.  They will also help you prepare for your Field Training visits.
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SESSION 1:  WORKSHOP DEBRIEFING

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Workshop Questionnaires, completed by participants

� Trainer's Surveys

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Review workshop questionnaires.

2. Discuss workshop effectiveness.

3. Answer first question on trainer's survey.

1. Review workshop questionnaires.

Read the questionnaires completed by members of your small group.

2. Discuss workshop effectiveness.

Discuss the workshop in general.  Discuss the flow of the sessions and your small

group's performance of activities.

Determine drug supply problems that are likely to exist at participant's facilities. 

Discuss how problems may be resolved.  Decide what to do about more difficult or

serious problems.

3. Answer first question on Trainer's Survey.

Turn to the Trainer's Survey on page B-17 in this guide.  The first question asks about

your preparedness to conduct the workshop and the Field Training.

Answer the question honestly.  Your comments will help improve future workshops.

After you finish, leave the form in Section B.  You will answer the other questions

during the debriefing sessions after the Field Training.

If this workshop is not followed by the Field Training segment, the course
director will conclude the training now.
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SESSION 2:  PREPARATIONS FOR FIELD TRAINING

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Participants' file folders of Field Training forms

� Handbook for Drug Supply Management at the First-level Health Facility

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Review Field Training schedule.

2. Review Field Training forms.

3. Review Field Training Report.

4. Review steps of a Field Training visit.

1. Review Field Training schedule.

The Field Training schedule is on the inside cover of this section.  It contains an

overview of what you will do during a visit.

2. Review Field Training forms.

Each participant prepared a file for you.  The file contains the Field Training forms you

will use at the facility.  They are similar to the field trip forms.  You should be familiar

with all of them.

Each checklist contains an additional item:  This form is displayed in the health facility.

 If your participants work in facilities where staff share drug supply responsibilities, the

participant should display the checklists in the appropriate areas.

The following describes the Field Training forms and where they should be used:

� Form 1 - Physical Conditions Checklist:  Use at all facilities.

� Form 2 - Storage Conditions Checklist:  Use at all facilities.

� Form 3 - Stock Card Checklist:  Use at facilities where stock records are

currently kept.  If the use of stock cards will be implemented at the facility, you

should ask about each item on the checklist.

� Form 4 - Ordering Supplies Checklist:  Use at facilities where orders are based

on past consumption.  Use at facilities where such ordering procedures will be

implemented in the near future.

� Form 5 - Receiving Supplies Checklist:  Use at all facilities.  If no supplies are

received during your visit, you should ask about each item on the checklist.
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� Form 6 - Dispensing Procedures Checklist:  Use at facilities that dispense

medicines to patients.

� Form 7 - Exit Interview form:  Use at facilities that dispense to patients.  Use to

interview patients who have been dispensed to and are leaving the facility.

� Form 8 - Payment Procedures Checklist:  Use at facilities where patients pay for

drugs now or will in the future.

� Forms 9 and 10 - Field Training Report:  Use at all facilities.  Form 9 is the

participant's copy.  You will leave this copy at the facility.  Form 10 is your copy. 

You will keep this copy on file at the district office.

  A course director will inform you if you should not use any of these forms.

3. Review Field Training Report.

Read the items on the Field Training Report.  You will complete the report with the

participant and person in charge of the facility.  At the top of the report you will list:

� Name of the Field Training HEALTH FACILITY

� Name of the HEALTH WORKER who participated in the workshop

� DATE of the Field Training

The report has spaces for identifying still needed drug supply improvements:

� Under STORE / DISPENSARY, you will record all improvements needed to the

physical condition of the store or dispensary.

� Under PROCEDURES / PREPARATIONS, you will record procedures that have not

been implemented by the end of the Field Training.  Include preparations

needed to begin the procedure.

At some facilities many procedures may still need to be implemented.  Do

NOT overwhelm the participant.  Only write procedures and preparations that

the participant can realistically do in the near future.

� Under IS IMMEDIATE FOLLOW-UP NECESSARY?, you will circle YES or NO. 

Base your response on the seriousness of the problems at the facility.

At most facilities, it may be recommended for you to check on the

participant's progress at a date in the future.  Immediate follow-up is only

necessary at those facilities where the participant is unable to improve the

drug supply without additional training.

The bottom of the report has lines for signatures.  The participant, the person in

charge of the facility and you will sign the report.

There is an example report on the next page.  Review it with the director.



EXAMPLE: FIELD TRAINING REPORT
DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Please print:

_____________________________________________ ________________
(HEALTH FACILITY) (DATE)

______________________________________
(HEALTH  WORKER, Workshop Participant)

List drug supply improvements that are still needed at this facility.  Include the name of the person

responsible for each item and the date it will be completed.

STORE / DISPENSARY PERSON / DATE
In this section, list tasks to improve the physical condition of the store or

dispensary.  Include any necessary repairs and missing equipment.

PROCEDURES / PREPARATIONS PERSON / DATE
In this section, list tasks remaining on the participant's Drug Supply Plan.

Include any additional tasks you have identified during the Field Training.

IS IMMEDIATE FOLLOW-UP NECESSARY? YES   NO WHEN?  ____________________
In this section, list activities to take place during follow-up Field Training visit.

Please sign:

___________________________________________
(PARTICIPANT)

___________________________________________   

________________________________________

___
(FACILITY SUPERVISOR + TITLE) (TRAINER + TITLE)
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4. Review steps of a Field Training visit.

A course director will lead a discussion on how to conduct a Field Training visit.

Read and discuss the steps below.  The steps are the same as on the Field Training

schedule.  (See front inside cover of this section.)  The steps include more detailed

guidelines and instructions for a Field Training visit.

Meet with the participant.

Ask about improvements made.  This gives the participant an opportunity to tell you his

successes.  Also ask about problems encountered since the workshop.  Note problems on

the participant's Drug Supply Plan under the appropriate component heading.

Meet with facility staff, if possible.

It may be that only the person in charge of the facility and the participant can meet with

you.

� Discuss the importance of drug supply management.  Explain that drug supply

management includes storing supplies, keeping stock records, ordering and

receiving supplies, and dispensing (which may include receiving payment for

drugs).

� Explain that each component of the drug supply is dependent on the others. 

All components must be managed efficiently.  To do so, every health worker

at the facility should learn how to manage the drug supply correctly.

� Tell staff that the participant has checklists that describe the standard

procedures of each component.  Encourage staff to use these checklists when

managing the drug supply.

Ask about the facility's schedule.  Decide when to observe each component.

Take special note of clinic hours.  You will want to observe health workers as they

dispense drugs to patients.  Also ask if supplies will be received at the facility during

your visit.  Schedule so that you can observe as many components as possible.

Observe the components.

Decide if you will observe with or without the participant.  Base your decision on

whether the participant is available during this part of the Field Training.
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A participant is likely to feel his work is more valued if you invite him to participate in

your observations.  If he cannot be present, meet with him after you finish.

Note your observations on corresponding Field Training forms.  Use a pencil.  Some of

your initial observations may change as a result of work you do with the participant

during the visit.

Also note observations on the participant's Drug Supply Plan.  Tick tasks that have been

completed.  Use a pen.  This information does not change.

� Observe How The Drug Store Is Prepared and How Supplies Are

Organised.

Make a physical inspection of the store.  Check the structural conditions

inside and outside.  Observe how supplies are organised.  Note observations

on the Physical Conditions and Storage Conditions Checklists.

� Observe How Records Are Kept and How Supplies Are Ordered.

Check if there are stock records.  Records should be kept with the supplies on

the shelves.  Check records for accuracy.  If records are not currently kept, ask

the participant how he should keep them.  Note observations on the Stock

Card Checklist.

Ask if orders will be made that day.  If so, observe the participant as he orders

supplies.  If not, ask about ordering practices.  Check the participant's

knowledge on how to order supplies (that is, calculate average monthly

consumption and reorder levels, determine when and how much to order,

complete a requisition form).  Note observations on the Ordering Supplies

Checklist.

� Observe How Supplies Are Received.

If a box of supplies is delivered to the facility during the Field Training, pause

what you are doing.  Observe how the supplies are received.  If not, ask the

participant how he receives supplies.  Note observations on the Receiving

Supplies Checklist.

� Observe How Drugs Are Dispensed and How Payment Is Received.

Determine if patients pay for drugs at the facility.  If so, observe both

components simultaneously.  If not, observe only the dispensing procedures. 

Note observations on the Dispensing Procedures and Payment Procedures

Checklists.

Conduct exit interviews with a few patients as they leave the facility.  Note

patients' responses on the Exit Interview form.
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If the participant does not do the above observations with you, meet with him now.  Ask

about any component not observed.  Note responses on corresponding Field Training

forms.

Determine how to help the participant improve his drug supply.

If possible, go to a quiet place in the facility where you will not be disturbed.  Review

the participant's Drug Supply Plan.  Some items will have the participant's initials.  The

initials denote tasks that the participant agreed to complete.

Review your observations on the component checklists.  Check the participant's plan

against your observations.  For each completed task that you observed, tick the item on

the plan.  If your observations revealed improvements needed that were not listed on his

plan, add them now.

Note the time remaining in the Field Training.  Review the tasks remaining on the

participant's plan.  Determine the following:

� Are there activities you can do with the participant to improve components or

complete tasks quickly?  (QUICK ACTIVITIES)

� Are there a few tasks that may require more time but would have a major

impact on how the participant manages the drug supply?  (MAJOR TASKS)

� Are there tasks that the participant can do by himself without your help after

the Field Training?  (PARTICIPANT'S TASKS)

All participants' Drug Supply Plans are likely to have tasks that fall into each category. 

You should carefully plan Field Training activities so that you use your remaining time

efficiently.  (You will refer to a Field Training card to plan and do the activities.  You

will learn more about the card in the next session.)

For QUICK ACTIVITIES, plan to do them first.  Completing a number of quick tasks

will motivate the participant and result in a productive and successful Field Training

visit.

Examples of QUICK ACTIVITIES:

� A participant has not completed all the items on his plan because he has not

had enough time.  The trainer does a task with him.  They finish the task in a

short amount of time.

� A participant has obstacles to the improvements he wants to make.  The

trainer gives suggestions and support.  Together they are able to develop

solutions to the problems.  The participant continues to make improvements

during or after the Field Training.
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For MAJOR TASKS, decide which tasks you can do now.  Decide if it is possible in the

time remaining.  Make sure the materials are available and there are enough people to

help as needed.

Examples of MAJOR TASKS:

� A participant seems confused or cannot improve the drug supply.  He needs

additional training and practice.  The trainer explains the procedure, shows

him how to do it, and then lets him do it himself.

� A participant has time-consuming improvements to make, such as cleaning

and organising the supplies in the store.  The trainers helps the participant do

the tasks in the time remaining in the visit.

For PARTICIPANT'S TASKS, plan to leave these tasks to the end of the visit.  If there

is time, you may be able to do some of the tasks with the participant.  If not, discuss the

remaining tasks with the participant at the end of the visit.  You will also record the

remaining tasks on the Field Training Report.

Meet with the participant.  Discuss your observations.

Praise the participant on improvements that you observed.  Praise the participant for

tasks listed on his Drug Supply Plan that he agreed to complete and has completed.

Point out and explain any new items that you added to his plan.

Do QUICK ACTIVITIES with the participant.

Review the components that you and the participant will now work on together.  Check

the participant's knowledge and skill.  Give guidance or help to complete small tasks and

resolve small problems.  Refer to the Field Training card as needed.  Tick the tasks on

the participant's plan upon completion.  Also make adjustments on the Field Training

forms.

Do one or two MAJOR TASKS with the participant.

Try to complete one or two major tasks in the time remaining.  Offer the participant

additional training, guidance or help.

Refer to the Field Training card as needed.  Tick the tasks on the participant's plan upon

completion.  Also make adjustments on the Field Training forms.

Agree to the drug supply improvements remaining to be done.
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Meet with the participant and the person in charge.

Bring closure to the visit.  Allow 15 minutes for this short meeting.

� Briefly review progress made during the day.  Praise the participant for his

good work.

� Give them a copy of the Handbook for Drug Supply Management at the First-

level Health Facility.

Explain that the handbook is similar to the workshop manual.  It contains the

workshop's technical information, the drug supply components and each

component's standard procedures.  It also contains an annex of drug supply

checklists and forms to be used at the first-level facility.

Encourage the person in charge to read the handbook.  Explain that all facility

staff should read it and follow the standard procedures.  Explain that correct

management of the drug supply is a team effort.  The handbook should be

used at the facility as a reference.

� Complete a Field Training Report.  (Make two copies, one for the participant

and one for you.  Use carbon paper, if available.)

Discuss the drug supply procedures that have not yet been implemented at this

time.  Determine how and when the procedures could be implemented.

Record the above on the report.  Sign the report.  Have the person in charge

and the participant sign it.  Remove your copy of the report from the file to

keep at the district office.  Give the report and the file of Field Training forms

to the person in charge.
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SESSION 3:  FIELD TRAINING CARD

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Field Training Card

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Review Field Training card.

2. Practice using card.

1. Review Field Training card.

Read and study the card on the following pages.  (Some Trainer's Guides also have a

laminated copy of the card in the back of the guide.)

The Field Training card gives you guidelines for:

� Reviewing your observations of each component with the participant

� Determining how to help the participant improve the drug supply

� Helping the participant

The card lists QUICK ACTIVITIES for each component.  The quick activities include

guidelines for completing small tasks, resolving small problems or giving a minimal

amount of guidance or help.

The card also lists MAJOR TASKS for each component.  The major tasks include

guidelines for giving additional training, practice and help to improve components and

implement standard procedures.  There are also blank spaces for you to note specific

tasks to do with participants who have unique problems.

Refer to the card as you work with the participant.  Also use the participant's plan to

keep track of tasks you complete and problems you resolve.

Be practical.  Consider the amount of time you have.  In a facility where there are many

problems, focus on the major ones or those that realistically can be resolved.  Do NOT

make too many suggestions or try to change too much.  The participant may become

frustrated and not want to continue improving the drug supply.

HINT: Use a water-soluble marker and cloth to write on and clean the
laminated card.  Use a pencil and eraser when using the card in
the guide.

Always erase your entries before using the card again.
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FIELD TRAINING CARD

Use this card after you have observed each component of the participant's drug supply.

REVIEW EACH COMPONENT WITH THE PARTICIPANT:

� Show participant each checklist and your notes on the participant's Drug Supply Plan.

� Praise participant on procedures done correctly.

� Review your observations, including NO items on the checklist, tasks not yet completed by the

participant, and new problems that you observed.

- Ask the participant if he needs help correcting checklist NO items.

- Ask him if he needs help doing the remaining tasks.

- Ask questions about problems you observed.

DETERMINE HOW TO HELP THE PARTICIPANT IMPROVE THE DRUG SUPPLY:

� Note tasks to be worked on and drug supply problems at the facility.  Note time remaining.

HELP THE PARTICIPANT:

� If you can resolve tasks or problems quickly, do them with the participant now.  (See For QUICK

ACTIVITIES in left column below.)  Then go to the next component.

� If you cannot resolve them quickly, tick possible major tasks to do with the participant later.  (See

For MAJOR TASKS in right column below.)  Then go to the next component.

� After doing QUICK ACTIVITIES for all components, decide which major tasks you will work on

with the participant in the time remaining.  Do those major tasks with the participant.

1. HOW THE DRUG STORE IS PREPARED

For QUICK ACTIVITIES:

� Explain how to do NO items or tasks as needed.

� Review Activity I if necessary.

� Give constructive feedback.

� Decide how the physical conditions in the store will

be corrected (e.g., who will do/get what).

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Read MAJOR TASKS in the next column.  Tick

activities that you may want to do later.  Write in the

blank spaces other activities that may be

appropriate for this participant.

Go to next component.

For MAJOR TASKS:

� Explain and show how to do tasks, such as:

-  secure the store with two locks

-  construct a ceiling in the store

-  paint the windows white

-  check drainage and ventilation

-  repair leaks in the store

-  check for pest damage

-  clean the floor and walls of the store

-  make or build shelves

-  establish a dispensing area

-  OTHER:

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

� Have participant do some of the above tasks.  Give

constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Note if immediate Follow-up Visit is needed.
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2. HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORGANISED

For QUICK ACTIVITIES:

� Explain how to do NO items or tasks as needed.

� Ask specific questions about storage, labelling,

generic names, arrangement of items, FEFO/FIFO

procedures, or procedures for expired, poor quality

or overstocked supplies.

� Give constructive feedback.

� Ask participant to show you how he will organise

specific items in his store.  Explain or help, if

needed.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Read MAJOR TASKS in the next column.  Tick

activities that you may want to do later.  Write in the

blank spaces other activities that may be

appropriate for this participant.

Go to next component.

For MAJOR TASKS:

� Explain and show how to do tasks, such as:

-  store similar items on the shelves

-  find generic names of drugs

-  make labels

-  arrange labels in alphabetical order

-  store supplies according to FEFO/FIFO

-  remove expired, poor quality or overstocked items

-  OTHER:

_______________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

� Have participant do some of the above tasks.  Give

constructive feedback.

� Help participant organise the store, if time allows.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Note if immediate Follow-up Visit is needed.

3. HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT

For QUICK ACTIVITIES:

� Ask about procedures not observed.

� Explain how to do NO items or tasks as needed.

� Observe if stock cards are kept with items on shelf.

 If not, ask participant to show you the facility's

stock records.

� Review how stock records should be kept, stock

cards  used, stock counted, and all information

recorded at time of movement.

� Randomly select an item in store.  Look at its stock

card.  Make a physical count.  Compare number on

shelf with the balance on card.  Check other stock

card entries.

� Give constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Read MAJOR TASKS in the next column.  Tick

activities that you may want to do later.  Write in the

blank spaces other activities that may be

appropriate for this participant.

Go to next component.

For MAJOR TASKS:

� Explain and show how to keep records on stock cards.

� Select an item in the store.  Give participant a blank card.

 Ask participant to make a stock card for that item.

-  If he makes the card correctly, praise him.

-  If he does not make the stock card correctly, help him. 

Then, select another item and give participant another

card.  Ask participant to make a stock card for that item. 

Watch him and give instruction as needed.

-  If necessary and there is time, give participant another

card and another item.  Ask him to repeat the activity. 

Give constructive feedback.  Help him as needed.

� Then, ask participant to show you how he will record drug

movements on one of the cards.  Ask him to record:

-  10 units issued to the dispensary

-  15 units received from the medical supplier (expiry date:

Jan 2001 - requisition number: 45903)

Give constructive feedback.

OTHER TASKS:

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

� Give constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Note if immediate Follow-up Visit is needed.
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4. HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORDERED

For QUICK ACTIVITIES:

� Ask about procedures not observed.

� Explain how to do NO items or tasks as needed.

� Ask how supplies are ordered.

-  If participant uses a method different from the

method taught in the workshop, ask if there are

plans to change.  If so, continue.  If not, go to next

component.

-  If orders are or will be based on past

consumption, ask how to calculate:

AVERAGE MONTHLY CONSUMPTION

REORDER LEVEL

� Review participant's answers to Activity V - PART

TWO and your notes on page C-22 in the Trainer's

Guide.

� Review and discuss facility's requisition form.

� Give constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Read MAJOR TASKS in the next column.  Tick

activities that you may want to do later.  Write in the

blank spaces other activities that may be

appropriate for this participant.

Go to next component.

For MAJOR TASKS:

� Review facility's order forms.

� Explain and show how to order supplies based on past

consumption.

� Select an item in the store.  Review its stock card (or

prepare a card for the item).  Ask participant to calculate

the item's average monthly consumption and reorder level.

 Show him, if needed, but let him do as much of the

calculations as possible.

� Ask if the item should be ordered today.  If so, how much?

� If needed and time allows, repeat the exercise.

OTHER TASKS:

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

� Give constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Note if immediate Follow-up Visit is needed.

5. HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

For QUICK ACTIVITIES:

� Ask about procedures not observed.

� Explain how to do NO items or tasks as needed.

� Ask if supplies are delivered today.

-  If yes, observe person receiving the delivery.

-  If no, ask participant to describe how supplies are

received.

� Ask about forms used at the facility.

-  If no forms, suggest to use forms in the manual or

help participant develop other appropriate forms.

� Ask how discrepancies in orders are reported.

� Give constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Read MAJOR TASKS in the next column.  Tick

activities that you may want to do later.  Write in the

blank spaces other activities that may be

appropriate for this participant.

Go to next component.

For MAJOR TASKS:

� Explain and show how to receive supplies correctly.

� Select a few items from the store.  Put them in a box. 

Quickly make a requisition form for the items.  Give

participant the box and the requisition form.  Give him

blank delivery and discrepancy report forms.

� Ask participant to receive the supplies.  Show him how, if

needed.

OTHER TASKS:

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

� Give constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Note if immediate Follow-up Visit is needed.
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6. HOW DRUGS ARE DISPENSED

For QUICK ACTIVITIES:

� Ask about procedures not observed.

� Explain how to do NO items or tasks as needed.

� Observe participant dispensing drugs to  one or two

patients.  Use checklist.  Review your observations

with participant.  Give constructive feedback.

� Determine if patients know how to take their drugs. 

Interview (with participant, if possible) up to 5

patients leaving the facility.  Use the Exit Interview

Form.

� Discuss exit interview findings.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Read MAJOR TASKS in the next column.  Tick

activities that you may want to do later.  Write in the

blank spaces other activities that may be

appropriate for this participant.

Go to next component.

For MAJOR TASKS:

� Explain and show how to dispense correctly.

� Dispense a drug to the next patient.  Explain each

procedure to participant as you dispense.

� Have participant dispense a drug to you.  Give feedback

on specific procedures that need improvement, were out

of sequence or were forgotten.

� If necessary and time allows, have participant practice

dispensing procedures that he does not understand.

OTHER TASKS:

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

� Give constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Note if immediate Follow-up Visit is needed.

7. HOW PAYMENT IS RECEIVED

For QUICK ACTIVITIES:

� Ask about procedures not observed.

� Explain how to do NO items or tasks as needed.

� Ask specific questions about this component, such

as:

-  How money is collected

-  Where and how money is kept at the facility

-  How payment records are kept

-  How often and who takes money to the bank

� Give constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Read MAJOR TASKS in the next column.  Tick

activities that you may want to do later.  Write in the

blank spaces other activities that may be

appropriate for this participant.

After you complete all QUICK ACTIVITIES:

Review the time remaining in the visit.

Review the tasks remaining on the

participant's Drug Supply Plan.

Determine which tasks you will do with the

participant.  Select a few tasks that you will be

able to complete in the time remaining. 

Select tasks that will have the greatest effect

on the participant's work

For MAJOR TASKS:

� Explain and show how to receive payment for drugs.

� Review the specific procedures done incorrectly.

-  Find out the reason for the problem.

-  Suggest a solution for the problem, such as:

 If writing a receipt is a problem because there is no

book, find a way to get a book.

The same applies to a filing system, locking money

box, safe, receipts,  etc.

-  Plan all aspects of each solution with participant. 

Encourage him to suggest as much as possible.  Add to

his solution, as needed.

OTHER TASKS:

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

� Give constructive feedback.

� Note progress on participant's plan and checklist.

� Note if immediate Follow-up Visit is needed.

Do those MAJOR TASKS now.
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2. Practice using the card.

The course directors will now give you practice using the card.  Listen carefully to their

instructions.  Ask questions as needed. By the end of this practice you should feel

confident that you will be able to using the card during a Field Training visit.
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SESSION 4:  FIELD TRAINING VISIT

This session gives a brief overview of the visits made during the Field Training segment. 

During the first week, trainers will travel in pairs to four facilities.  During the second week,

trainers will travel individually to the remaining two facilities of their small group

participants.

The preparations for each Field Training visit are the same.  A course director will help

arrange your travel.

OVERVIEW

Materials needed:

� Transportation arrangements

� Participant's Drug Supply Plan

� Participant's Field Training File

� Field Training Card

� Stock Card Pad

� Blank copies of all drug supply forms:

- Requisition form

- Delivery form

- Discrepancy report form

- Drug label

- Payment receipt

- Payment ledger

� Carbon paper, optional

� Handbook for Drug Supply Management for the First-level Health Facility

� Trainer's Surveys

TRAINER'S TASKS

1. Review first week of Field Training visits.

2. Conduct Field Training visits.

3. Debrief at workshop location.

4. Conduct Field Training visits.

5. Attend final debriefing meeting.

1. Review first week of Field Training visits.

You will make Field Training visits with another trainer during the first week of Field

Training.  With that trainer, determine who you will visit and the work you will do.

Read the Drug Supply Plans of the four participants you will visit.  Discuss activities that

you may do at each facility.  Be realistic in terms of the approximate time you will be at

the facility.
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Identify participants who had difficulty during the workshop.  Those participants may

need additional help.  Discuss specific problems you may encounter.  Plan individualised

instruction.  Giving appropriate help has enormous effects on the participant's willingness

to make changes.

Discuss with director road conditions, weather conditions, and possible vehicle or fuel

problems.  Suggest Field Training date changes only if absolutely necessary.  (If a change

is made, inform the participant at his facility.)  Confirm transportation and lodging with

the director.

2. Conduct Field Training visits.

Meet the transportation provided for you and your co-trainer.  Check that you have all

necessary supplies.  When you visit a participant from your own small group, use the

Field Training forms prepared for you by the participant.

Arrive at the facility.  Follow the steps of a Field Training visit. When you have finished,

return to workshop location if possible.  If not, use the lodging that has been arranged.

3. Debrief at workshop location.

Return to the workshop location after the first day of Field Training and at the end of

Week 3.

A director will conduct a debriefing meeting.  At each debriefing, discuss the visits. 

Share your experiences with the other trainers.  Discuss the conditions of drug supply

management found at the facilities.  Review Field Training Reports.  Identify common

drug supply problems.  Discuss causes of and solutions to the problems. 

Determine if any participant should receive immediate follow-up.  If so, discuss follow-up

activities with the directors.  The directors will help you arrange for transportation and

lodging as necessary.

Schedule all follow-up visits immediately.  For each follow-up, summarise the visit on an

additional Field Training Report form.

Prepare for the two visits scheduled for second week of Field Training.  You will travel

alone to participants' facilities.  Review participants' Drug Supply Plans.  Confirm your

travel lodging arrangements.
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4. Conduct Field Training visits.

Return to the workshop location at the end of Week 4.

A director will conduct a debriefing meeting to determine if immediate follow-up is

needed before the training concludes.  Do follow-up if necessary.

5. Attend final debriefing meeting.

After all Field Training and follow-up visits, the course directors will conduct a final

debriefing.  All trainers should attend.

The meeting may take place immediately following the last Field Training visit.  The

meeting may take place at another time when MOH staff or other drug management

professionals will be able to meet with you.  In such case, the director may ask one or

more guests to speak.

The director will conduct a discussion of the training's effectiveness.  You will discuss the

positive and negative aspects of the training.

The director will ask you to complete the Trainer's Survey.  Turn to the survey on page B-

17 in this guide.  Answer the second question on that page.  Answer honestly.  Your

comments will help improve future workshops.  Then answer the question about the

training in general on page B-18.

When you have finished, remove the survey from the guide and give it to the director.

The director will give a closing statement.  He will remind you that upon return to your

district office, you should:

� Discuss the training with your district staff.  Show and encourage them to read the

Handbook for Drug Supply Management at the First-level Health Facility.

� Show your supervisor the Field Training Reports.  Determine facilities that need

additional follow-up.  Discuss how, if and when the follow-up could take place.

� File the reports in a safe place.  Use the reports to prepare for future visits to

facilities that have participated in Drug Supply Management training.
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SECTION F:  TRAINING TECHNIQUES

INTRODUCTION

A successful training is a positive learning experience for trainers and participants.  Trainers

know the material and present it in an interesting way.  Participants acquire new knowledge

and skills, and transfer the knowledge and skills to their jobs.

For a successful training, trainers must be well-prepared.  They should know the material they

are presenting, know how to present the material, and know how to keep participants

motivated to learn.

This section of the Trainer's Guide presents training techniques.  The techniques are divided

into five parts:

� Part One contains general instructions that apply to all teaching situations.

� Part Two contains guidelines for using teaching aids.

� Part Three contains techniques that apply to adult education.

� Part Four contains guidelines for leading a simulation or role play.

� Part Five contains techniques for working successfully with your co-trainers.
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PART ONE:  CONDUCTING A WORKSHOP

A trainer should know how to present the workshop material to participants and facilitate the

small group.  The following applies to all teaching situations.

1. Prepare yourself.  Know the content and how to do activities with participants.

Read and study all materials thoroughly.  Practice workshop activities.  Activities

include discussion, simulation, and written or math exercises.  Know the purpose and

major points of each activity.  Know how the activity relates to first-level drug supply

management.

2. Face your audience.

If you turn your back to do a trainer task, face the group again as soon as possible. 

Smile.  Do not use facial expressions that may cause participants to feel inadequate.  If

participants feel inadequate, they may withdraw from the workshop.

Make eye contact with participants.  Making eye contact prompts individuals to

participate.  Look at everyone at different times.  If you look at the same person, it may

cause him to feel uncomfortable.

3. Speak clearly.

Speak loud enough for everyone to hear.  Vary the tone and expression of your voice. 

Vary the pace of your words.

4. Establish a friendly atmosphere in the workshop.

Be friendly and kind.  Address participants by name.

Be flexible and patient.  Be generous with your time.

5. Use relevant examples from your own experience.

Personalise the content of the workshop.  Talk about your drug supply experience as it

relates to the material.  The workshop will be more meaningful to participants. 

Ask participants for examples from their work experience.

6. Acknowledge attentive and hard-working participants.
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FACILITATING THE SMALL GROUP

A trainer will work with a small group of four participants.  The following applies to the

small group facilitation of workshop and Field Training activities.

1. Be friendly and supportive.

2. Be attentive to your participants during workshop sessions.

Sit with your small group.  Watch participants as they work.  Help any participant who

seems to need help.  Do not wait to be asked.  Do not busy yourself with other work.

Give participants time to complete their work.  Participants work better when they do

not feel hurried.

You may have insights that you will want to refer to later in the workshop.  Note them

on your notepad or in the summary box of your Trainer's Guide.

3. Check each participant's understanding and give additional instruction, as needed.

4. Praise your small group participants for their good work.

Comment on the group's understanding of the procedure, ability to work together, and

completion of the work.

5. Summarise (or ask a participant to summarise) each small group activity.
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PART TWO:  USING TEACHING AIDS

Teaching aids are instructional tools that are used to give a visual picture of what is being

taught.  When you use a teaching aid, you attract and focus attention on a particular topic.

In this workshop, you will use the following teaching aids:

� Chalkboard, White board or Flipchart

� Overhead Projector and Transparencies

� Actual Objects mentioned in the Chapter Guidelines

I. CHALKBOARD, WHITE BOARD OR FLIPCHART

This workshop requires a chalkboard

or white board, and possibly a

flipchart.  All three are common

teaching aids, used for displaying

written or drawn information.  All are

easy to use.

The chalkboard is the most common

and long-lasting.  It is usually

attached to a classroom wall.

The white board is similar to a chalkboard. It is easier to clean, portable, but more

expensive.

The flipchart is portable and has two parts:  an easel-like stand and a large pad of paper.

 With a flipchart, you are able to write notes on multiple sheets and then display the

sheets on classroom walls.

All three are adaptable for a variety of different activities and can be very effective. 

Whether you are using a chalkboard or a flipchart, you need to use it correctly.

The following instructions are for the use of a chalkboard.  If you are using a white

board or flipchart rather than chalkboard, adapt the following.  Chalkboard, white board

and flipchart will be referred to as "board" in the text.

Why use a board?

� To add to a lecture, emphasising important points

� To summarise or draw attention to important aspects of a discussion

� To invite participants into an activity by encouraging them to write on the

board
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TO USE THE BOARD

Use chalk to write on the chalkboard.  You can erase the chalkboard with a chalk eraser

or a damp cloth.  Use white board markers and a special eraser for the white board.  Use

broad-tipped, water-soluble markers for the flipchart.  There is no special eraser for

markers.  If you make errors as you write on the flipchart, you will have to put a line

through them.

1. ALWAYS face your audience.

Hold your chalk firmly.  Print clearly.  Print the same size and large enough so that

all participants can see what you write.

2. Plan what you write on the board.

Print words in a straight line.  It is difficult to read sentences that trail off

diagonally.  It is equally difficult to read sentences that crowd into the margins of

the board.

3. Circle or underline important words or ideas.

Use coloured chalk (or markers) if available.

4. Erase errors and irrelevant words or phrases PROPERLY!

Use a downward motion so the chalk dust falls directly to the floor.  Avoid erasing

or writing over relevant information.  Participants may be confused if they have to

look at half-erased words or unclear messages.

5. Always clean the board with a damp cloth after each workshop session.

HINT: Have you ever noticed all that dust that drops from the
chalk as you write on the chalkboard?

To reduce the dust, try soaking the chalk in a solution of
sugar water.  The chalk should dry before you use it.
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II. OVERHEAD PROJECTOR AND TRANSPARENCIES

An overhead projector is a valuable

teaching aid.  It allows you to explain

and show important information to all

participants at the same time.

The projector enlarges an image and

projects it onto a wall or screen.  The

image may be copied directly from a

text, or be written or drawn onto a

transparency; that is, a sheet of plastic

or acetate.  The plastic or acetate can be

purchased in separate sheets or in rolls.

This workshop requires transparencies.  They can be found in Section G in this guide. 

They are titled and indicate the session that you will use them.

You will need electricity to turn on the overhead projector.  Practice using the overhead

projector so you understand how it works.  Take good care of it.  The projector is an

expensive piece of equipment, and it may be difficult for you to get replacement parts.

TO PREPARE TRANSPARENCIES

1. Select the material that you will use to copy your transparencies.

If you plan to photocopy, use acetate plastic sheets designed for use in copy

machines.  Other plastic may damage the machine.

If you copy by hand, you may use stiff clear plastic instead of acetate.

2. Copy the transparencies in Section G onto acetate plastic sheets.

3. Stack the transparencies in the order they will be used.

Place a clean sheet of paper between the transparencies to prevent the plastic sheets

from sticking together.

4. Put the transparencies in plastic sleeves or tape the edges.

You will be less likely to tear the edges of the acetate.
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TO USE THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

1. Set up the projector.  Plug it into the power source.  Turn on the power.

2. Put a transparency on the glass plate of the projector.

Measure the transparency against the size of your screen.  The top of the

transparency should face the screen, not the audience.

3. Check the image projected on the screen.

Adjust the placement of the projector and the direction of the projection head. 

Enlarge, center and focus the image.  Check that all participants will be able to see

the image from their seats.

4. Turn the projector off when not in use.

The light bulb will last longer.  If it is necessary to replace the light  bulb:

a. Turn off the power.  Lift up the glass plate.  Find the bulb.

b. Use a clean cloth for protection.  Depress or unscrew the bulb from the socket

and remove it.

c. Look carefully at the bulb.  If it is cloudy or its wires are separated, the bulb is

burned out.

d. Inspect the inside of the projector.  If it is dirty, gently clean the inside of the

machine with a soft cloth.

e. Carefully insert a new bulb.  Replace the glass.

f. Turn on the power and test the new bulb.

5. Take proper care of the projector.

Check that the fan is working so that the projector does not overheat.  Clean the

glass plate with methylated spirits after each use.  Always keep the projector in a

safe and steady place.
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TO PROJECT A TRANSPARENCY ON THE SCREEN

1. Put a transparency on the glass plate.

Focus the image on the screen.  You may have to turn down the lights in the room

to be able to see the transparency.

There should be margins around the sides, top and bottom of the image of the

transparency.  Everyone in the room should be able to see the transparency clearly.

2. Plan your visual information carefully.

Give participants only as much information as they can understand at a time. 

Develop topics one step at a time.

Cover the transparency with a paper mask, if necessary.  A mask may be a loose

piece of paper that you move up or down, as needed.  Or a mask can be attached to

the transparency with tape.

3. Practice projecting all of your transparencies on the screen before the

workshop.

To highlight main points,
use a small pointer,
pen or pencil.
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4. During the workshop, project the transparency.

a. Give the participants a few seconds to read the text before you comment.

b. Face the audience.  Read the information from the projector.  Do not turn your

back to read from the screen behind you.

c. Watch for audience reaction as you read.  Pause between the major points. 

Comment and ask questions as you read.

5. If you want to add information to your transparency:

a. Use water-soluble markers of dark colours, such as black, red, dark green and

blue.  You will not be able to see light colours, such as yellow, pink, light

green and blue.

b. Place a small piece of paper between your hand and the transparency.  This

will prevent you from smearing the ink as you write.

c. Print in large clear lettering.  Make simple drawings with as few lines and

labels as possible.

Always wipe the transparency clean after you write on the transparency. 

Transparencies are likely to be used again in subsequent workshops.
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III. ACTUAL OBJECTS USED IN WORKSHOP SESSIONS

There are times during the workshop when you will show participants an actual object,

such as a bottle of an expired drug or a receipt book.  Such teaching aids are listed in

Section B:  Preparations and in the all session overview boxes in Section C:  Workshop

Guidelines.  The appropriate session guidelines describe how to use the objects as

teaching aids.

When a specific object is needed, you will show the item or pass it around as you talk

about it.  If more than one item is needed (as in Activity VI - How Supplies Are

Received), arrange the items on a display table and encourage the participants to look at

and touch the items.

Using actual objects gives participants a first-hand look at the objects they will use in

their facilities.  It also gives them the experience of using them.  This creates an

informal and comfortable instructional setting.
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PART THREE:  TEACHING ADULTS

Adult education is based on the following:

I. Instruction should be performance-based.

II. Active participation increases learning.

III. Individualised instruction increases learning.

IV. Immediate feedback increases learning.

V. Positive motivation is essential.

I. PERFORMANCE-BASED INSTRUCTION

Instruction should be performance-based; that is, it should focus on health workers

acquiring the knowledge and skills they need to improve performance on the job.

The Participant's Manual explains the essential components of drug supply

management.  Each component contains a list of numbered items that describe the

standard procedures.  Participants will learn the procedures at the workshop.  They will

then implement the procedures at their health facilities.

The workshop activities are designed so that the workshop is performanced-based.  If

you follow the Trainer's Guide, you will focus the workshop on how participants can

improve their performance on the job.  You will guide the participants as they learn the

following:

� How to implement the standard procedures

The workshop activities teach participants how to do the standard procedures.

 You will ask participants to describe how they will do the procedures at their

facilities.

� Drug supply improvements needed at participants' health facilities

Participants will make a plan to improve drug supply management.

You probably know of drug supply improvements needed at facilities in your

district.  You may have suggestions for implementing and helping with

improvements.  If not, ask your course director or an upper-level pharmacist.

� How to overcome problems to the implementation of the standard procedures

Participants may know of problems they will have improving their drug

supply.  Help participants propose solutions to the problems.

Discuss with your co-trainers, course director or an upper-level pharmacist

serious problems.  You may be able to develop solutions at the district level

during the Field Training or after the completion of the course.
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II. ACTIVE PARTICIPATION

Trainers should encourage participants to interact with trainers and with each other. 

Active participation in workshop activities increases learning.

1. Be available to participants at all times.

Walk around the room.  Look over participants' shoulders as they work.  Note

progress and problems and offer help as needed.  Be sure no participant is confused

about what to do or left out of workshop activities.  Participants are more likely to

interact with you if they know that you are available.

2. Encourage participants to comment during the workshop.

Have participants ask questions or make comments as they think of them. 

Participants should not hold their comments until a later time.  Repeat the

participant's question or comment.  Other participants may have replies.  Respond

appropriately and willingly.

3.  Record key ideas on the board.

Record good comments and responses by participants on the board.  The

participant will feel his opinion is valued.

Write the participant's own words on the board.  If you must be brief, paraphrase. 

Always check with the participant before paraphrasing.  Explain that his ideas are

important and that you want to record them accurately.

4. Ask questions frequently.

Check participants' understanding.  Ask questions that begin with "what," "why" or

"how" as they require more than a YES or NO answer.  For example, ask "How

will you organise your store?" rather than "Will you organise your store?"

After asking a question, pause.  Do not answer the question yourself.  Give

participants time to develop an answer.  Wait for a response before you speak

again.  Silence can be useful.

Praise participants who understand the material.  If participants are confused or

cannot answer your question, ask it again in an easier way.

5. Keep participants' attention.

Participants may be tired during the day, such as the first session in the morning,

late afternoon and after meals.  Schedule lively activities during these times to keep

participants' attention.
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III. INDIVIDUALISED INSTRUCTION

Individualised instruction increases learning.  People learn at different speeds and in

different ways.  Instruction should be flexible.  Trainers should allow each participant to

learn at his own pace.

1. Interact with each participant during each chapter of the manual.

When you give a participant individual attention, he will likely become more

involved and want to perform well during the training.

a. Go to the participant when talking with him.  Sit next to him or lean down to

his level.  Address the participant and his facility by name.

b. Find out about the participant's education level.  You can find this

information on the registration forms filled out at the beginning of the

workshop.  A participant may feel insecure if he thinks he is less educated

than other participants.

c. Ask about the participant's past experience with the various components of 

drug supply management.  Participants may have much experience with one

or two of the components, and little experience with the others.  You can

acknowledge experience with some components and encourage learning about

others.

2. Show a personal interest in each participant's performance.

Help every participant learn.  Keep in mind each participant's education level and

past experience.  Be patient.  Do not become discouraged if a participant seems

confused or cannot do the workshop activities.

Ask participants to show you their work.  (Giving feedback is explained on the

next page.)  Talk with individual participants to find out how they are doing.  If a

participant is having difficulty, find out what the problem is and help him with that

problem.  One participant may not understand some terminology.  Another may

have difficulty with mathematical calculations.  Individualised instruction gives

each individual the specific help he needs.

3. Encourage quieter participants to contribute to the workshop.

Notice which participants do not actively participate in the workshop.  They may

feel shy or inadequate.

Try to develop a good relationship with the quieter participant.  Make eye contact. 

Be friendly.  Sit next to and acquaint yourself with him.  Ask to see his work. 

Praise his successes.  This interaction may help the participant feel more

comfortable and willing to contribute to the workshop.
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IV. FEEDBACK

Immediate feedback increases learning.  Feedback is information that trainers give

participants about how well they are doing.  Feedback should be positive, constructive

and immediate.

Positive feedback is praise.  When a trainer gives positive feedback on a task done well,

the participant will usually continue his good performance.  Positive feedback motivates

the participant.

Constructive feedback points out a problem; it is meaningful and helpful.  When a

trainer gives constructive feedback on a task that needs to be improved, the participant

will often understand the problem and correct how he does the task.  Constructive

feedback clarifies any confusion.

Immediate feedback is given to participants as they perform an activity.  When a trainer

gives immediate feedback to a participant, the participant will know that the trainer is

interested in his work.  Immediate feedback corrects a participant's performance before

poor performance becomes habit.

Feedback should always be given in a kind and patient way.  Feedback should be clear

and purposeful.

1. Observe each participant during the training.

Listen to participants' comments.  Review the quality of each participant's work.

2. Praise good work.

Praise the participant for work completed correctly.  Comment on the participant's

understanding of a component, standard procedure or activity.  Show enthusiasm

for ideas and skills.

3. Give constructive feedback.  Be positive.

If a participant does not understand a component or procedure, or cannot do an

activity, try to understand the reason for the difficulty.  Then, give additional

instruction (EXPLAIN, SHOW, DO), as needed.

Encourage the participant.  One of the best ways to learn is through one's own

efforts.  Show enthusiasm for progress.
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During the workshop and Field Training, participants will perform a variety of activities.

 If a participant is not able to perform an activity correctly, the trainer should give

immediate constructive feedback.  Give feedback to the participant who:

� Answers a question in the manual incorrectly

� Uses the drug supply forms improperly

� Does not understand a component or performs its standard procedures

incorrectly

TO GIVE FEEDBACK TO A PARTICIPANT WHO

DOES NOT ANSWER A QUESTION IN THE MANUAL CORRECTLY:

1. Determine why the participant answered incorrectly.

2. Help the participant answer correctly.

� If a participant has difficulty understanding a question or a particular

term, explain it.  This will likely resolve the problem.

� If a participant does not understand a component or procedure, explain

it.  Then, do the steps together.

� If a participant has made an error, point it out.  Help correct it.  Ask the

participant to do the difficult part of the activity again.  Give additional

instruction as needed.

� If a participant did not answer all of the questions or chose not to do part

of an activity, ask why.  Be encouraging.  Have him complete the

unanswered questions or the missing part of the exercise.

� If a participant uses different procedures on the job and does not want to

change, be encouraging.  Remind the participant that the standard

procedures are essential to correct drug supply management.

TO GIVE FEEDBACK TO A PARTICIPANT WHO

DOES NOT USE THE DRUG SUPPLY FORMS PROPERLY:

1. Determine why the participant does not use the form properly.

Watch how the participant uses the form.

2. Help the participant use the form correctly.

� If a participant has difficulty understanding terms or items on the form,

provide an explanation.  This will likely resolve the problem.
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It is possible that if one participant is not familiar with terms or items on

the form, other participants are having the same problem.

� If a participant is having difficulty understanding how to use all or parts

of the form, review the form.  Review it one step at a time.  Make up an

activity to practice using the form.  Have the participant do the activity. 

Watch and give immediate feedback.

� If a participant has made an error on a form, point out the error and help

correct it.  Give additional instruction as needed.

� If a participant thinks the form is unnecessary, ask why.  Listen

carefully.  The participant may have a good reason for not wanting to use

the form.

Explain why the form is recommended and should be used at health

facilities.  Discuss how it should be used.  Reach agreement with the

participant that it is important to use the form.

TO GIVE FEEDBACK TO A PARTICIPANT WHO

DOES NOT UNDERSTAND A COMPONENT OR PERFORMS ITS

STANDARD PROCEDURES INCORRECTLY:

1. Ask the participant about the problem.

Listen carefully.  Determine the reason for the difficulty so that you can help. 

Be positive about the participant's willingness to learn.

2. Show the participant where to find the material in the manual.

Explain that all information can be found in the manual.  Show the

appropriate page or paragraph.  Ask the participant to reread the material. 

Have him think through and solve the problem himself.

3. Encourage the participant to ask you questions.

Answer all questions thoroughly.  Check the participant's understanding.
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V. MOTIVATION

Positive motivation is essential.  Trainers must want to teach; participants must want to

learn.

Participants usually come to a workshop excited to learn.  Trainers should maintain this

attitude by being positive and energetic.  Trainers should show a genuine interest in the

material and in the participants.

Trainers can build the confidence of participants by telling them that they were chosen

to attend the workshop because of their responsibilities at their facilities and their

interest in learning.  They can maintain their confidence by reminding participants that

they are becoming drug supply experts.

A trainer's optimism and enthusiasm influences participant performance.  A trainer's

interest will motivate participants in the workshop and later on the job.

1. Prepare yourself for the training.

Study the material.  Plan how you will present the workshop.  Estimate the amount

of time needed by participants to successfully complete each session.

Participants are motivated by the trainer who is confident, enthusiastic and has a

command of the material. Participants are motivated by the trainer who knows

how to present workshop sessions in a clear, concise and interesting way. 

Participants are motivated by the trainer who is pleasant, positive and helpful.

2. Acknowledge participant performance during the workshop.

Praise participants who are attentive and hard-working, ask questions, complete

workshop activities and participate in group discussions.  Praise those who help

other participants.

Tell participants that you enjoy discussing and solving problems with them. 

Remind participants that the skills they are learning will help them improve the

drug supply management at their facilities.

Listen to and value participants' comments.  Respond with a comment or nod of the

head.  Participants will feel they are appreciated.

If a participant's performance or comments show he understands the material,

praise his ability to learn the material.  If a participant's performance or comments

show he is confused, repeat the original content in a kind and tactful way.  Help

him understand the material.
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PART FOUR:  LEADING A SIMULATION OR ROLE PLAY

There are several activities in the workshop that require the trainer to know how to lead a

simulation or role play.

Before a simulation or role play, study the appropriate chapter guidelines.  The guidelines

describe the purpose of the activity, how to do it, and major points for you to make in the

discussion that follows it.

It is essential that you be well prepared.  Collect all supplies that are needed.  Supplies for

each simulation and role play are listed under the appropriate chapter heading in the Section

B.  If you do not have an item, or are unclear about what to do, the activity will not be

successful.

Arrange the classroom so there is enough room for groups of participants to do the activity

separately.  If groups will be working at tables, place the tables near the corners of the room. 

The center of the room will then be open for other activities, such as the final presentation of

the role play.

In a TOT, a course director will explain the steps and show you how to lead this type of

activity.  You will then be given sufficient practice.  If you are not participating in a TOT,

study and practice the techniques before you conduct the workshop.

1. Introduce the activity and its purpose.

Give participants as much instruction and background information as necessary.  Tell

them to refer to their manuals.  If necessary, demonstrate how to perform the activity.

2. Assign individual roles and responsibilities.

Give participants the necessary supplies or props.

3. Give participants enough time to prepare.

You can estimate the time if you have practiced the activity yourself.  Remind

participants to work together to develop simulations and role plays.  Watch that

everyone participates in the preparations.

4. Arrange the room so the presenting group is separated from the others.

Make sure everyone is able to see the simulation or role play.
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5. Introduce the simulation or role play.

� In a simulation, have groups present their work one at a time.

� In a role play, introduce the players and their parts.  Remind participants to

speak loudly so everyone can hear.

Ask the groups to present the simulation or role play.

6. Observe the simulation or role play.

All participants who are not involved in the simulation or role play should also observe.

Record key ideas for discussion later.  Stop the presentation only if participants are not

able to complete the activity.

7. Discuss observations of the simulation or role play.

When the activity is completed, thank the group.  Ask participants to comment on

aspects of the activity that were successful.  Discuss your observations.

Ask about and discuss parts of the activity that could be improved.  Be supportive.

Ask participants to summarise what they have learned.
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PART FIVE:  WORKING WITH CO-TRAINERS

Four trainers conduct the Drug Supply Management Workshop.  The trainers conduct the

training as a team.  Each trainer will work with a small group of four participants.  Following

the workshop, trainers visit their small group participants at their health facilities.  The

trainers make the follow-up visits (Field Training) in pairs or individually. 

You will take turns leading the workshop.  You should share trainer responsibilities and

support the other trainers.

1. Become familiar with your co-trainers.

Talk about prior teaching experiences.  Share your own strengths as a workshop trainer

and your preferences in leading large or small group activities.

Acquaint yourself with the other trainer from your district.  You will be working

together in the workshop, travelling together during the first week of the Field Training,

and doing similar jobs after the training.

2. Decide how to share trainer tasks.

Review each session of the workshop with your co-trainers.  Refer to both the Trainer's

Guide and the Participant's Manual.

Discuss the parts of the workshop that you will conduct as a team.  Determine which

trainer will do what.  Agree to each trainer's responsibilities.  Decide how you can

support each other.

One trainer should check the trainers' guidelines for missing instructions while another

trainer is conducting the workshop.  The guidelines can be added at an appropriate time.

Discuss activities you will do as leader of your small group.  Again, decide how you can

support each other when doing small group activities.

3. Prepare for each day of the workshop.

Meet with trainers and the course director, preferably in the evening.  Preview the

activities scheduled for the next day.  Collect and prepare all supplies.

Agree how the activities will be presented.  Practice so that you will understand what the

participants will be asked to do.  Know the estimated time to complete each component

and each activity.  Determine which activities may be difficult for participants.  Discuss

possible solutions.

Also during the meeting, review each participant's performance.  Determine the

workshop's progress.  Decide if any activities should be changed, added or omitted. 

Make those changes, as needed.
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4. Manage problems.

Discuss with co-trainers how to manage problems that interfere with the course.  Some

possible problems are discussed below:

a. Language problem

A participant may have difficulty understanding or speaking the language.  Speak

slowly and clearly.  Identify someone at the workshop who may be able to help

translate the materials.  Encourage the participant to communicate.

b. Participants talking at the same time

Stop the talkers.  Assign a speaking order.  Participants will usually not interrupt

another participant if they know they will have a turn to talk.

c. Dominant participant

A participant may control discussions by talking frequently and at length.  If you

find this to be a problem, discourage the talkative participant:

� Say to the participant, "You have had an opportunity to express your views. 

Let's hear what some of the other participants have to say."  Then summarise

the conversation and invite another participant to speak.

� Interrupt the participant.  Then ask to hear from a specific participant or

subgroup, such as participants sitting on the other side of the room or

participants from another district.

� Record the participant's comment on the board.  Then thank him for his

contribution and ask to hear from someone else.

d. Disruptive behaviour

There are many reasons why a participant may disrupt the training.  He may not

cooperate because he is tired, lazy, not interested in the workshop, or has personal

problems.  He may feel inferior to the other participants.

Do not ignore the disruptive participant.  Agree to an appropriate course of action

with your co-trainers and course director.

Remove the individual from the group.  Discuss matters privately with him.
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SECTION G:

TRANSPARENCIES

TRANSPARENCY 1  -  List of Drug Supply Components and Icons

TRANSPARENCY 2  -  Activity I Worksheet

TRANSPARENCY 3  -  Stock Card

TRANSPARENCY 4  -  Drug Movements

TRANSPARENCY 5  -  Amoxycillin 250 mg Stock Card

TRANSPARENCY 6  -  Benzylpenicillin Stock Card 

TRANSPARENCY 7  -  Tetracycline Stock Card 

TRANSPARENCY 8  -  Amoxycillin 500 mg Stock Card 

TRANSPARENCY 9  -  Requisition Form

TRANSPARENCY 10  -  Delivery Form

TRANSPARENCY 11  -  Discrepancy Report Form

TRANSPARENCY 12  -  Drug Label

TRANSPARENCY 13  -  How to Make a Dispensing Tray

TRANSPARENCY 14  -  Drug Supply Plan, front side

TRANSPARENCY 15  -  Drug Supply Plan, back side

TRANSPARENCY 16  -  Field Training Report
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TRANSPARENCY 1  --  LIST OF DRUG SUPPLY COMPONENTS AND ICONS

for use during  INTRODUCTION chapter

HOW THE DRUG STORE IS PREPARED

HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORGANISED

HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT

HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORDERED

HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

HOW DRUGS ARE DISPENSED

HOW PAYMENT IS RECEIVED
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TRANSPARENCY 2  --  ACTIVITY I WORKSHEET

for use during Activity I - HOW THE DRUG STORE IS PREPARED

1. Give some examples of supplies that may be damaged

due to heat:

2. Give some examples of drugs that spoil if stored in

direct light:

3. Give some examples of drugs that are likely to

deteriorate due to high humidity:
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TRANSPARENCY 3  --  STOCK CARD

for use during chapter HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT and Activity IV

ITEM: CODE NUMBER:

UNIT + SIZE: PRICE: REORDER LEVEL:

DATE RECEIVED
FROM

QUANTITY
RECEIVED

ISSUED
TO

QUANTITY
ISSUED

BALANCE
IN STOCK

REMARKS SIGNATURE
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TRANSPARENCY 4  --  DRUG MOVEMENTS

for use during Activity iV - HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT

MAY

2 May: The district medical store delivered the following supplies to the health facility.

� 30 vials of BENZYLPENICILLIN (Expiry JAN 99 - $0.43 per vial)

� 150 tubes of TETRACYCLINE (Expiry JAN 00 - $0.41 per tube)

The requisition number was 01300.

2 May: 1000 tablets of AMOXYCILLIN 250 mg were issued to the treatment room (TR)

10 May: 50 tubes of TETRACYCLINE were issued to the health facility's mobile clinic (MC)

14 May: 1000 tablets of AMOXYCILLIN 250 mg were issued to the dispensary (DISP)

16 May: 1000 tablets of AMOXYCILLIN 250 mg were issued to the mobile clinic

18 May: 10 vials of BENZYLPENICILLIN were issued to the mobile clinic

24 May: 25 tubes of TETRACYCLINE were issued to the dispensary

31 May: physical count:

� 13 bottles of AMOXYCILLIN 250 mg tablets

� 25 vials of BENZYLPENICILLIN injection

� 90 tubes of TETRACYCLINE eye ointment
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TRANSPARENCY 5  --  AMOXYCILLIN 250 mg STOCK CARD

for use during Activity IV - HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT (Answer Sheet)

ITEM: CODE NUMBER:  
UNIT + SIZE:  PRICE: REORDER LEVEL:

DATE RECEIVED

FROM

QUANTITY

RECEIVED

ISSUED

TO

QUANTITY

ISSUED

BALANCE IN

STOCK

REMARKS SIGNATURE
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TRANSPARENCY 6  --  BENZYLPENICILLIN STOCK CARD

for use during Activity IV - HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT (Answer Sheet)

ITEM:  CODE NUMBER:  

UNIT + SIZE: PRICE: REORDER LEVEL:

DATE RECEIVED
FROM

QUANTITY
RECEIVED

ISSUED
TO

QUANTITY
ISSUED

BALANCE
IN STOCK

REMARKS SIGNATURE
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TRANSPARENCY 7  --  TETRACYCLINE STOCK CARD

for use during Activity IV - HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT (Answer Sheet)

ITEM:  CODE NUMBER:  

UNIT + SIZE: PRICE: REORDER LEVEL:

DATE RECEIVED
FROM

QUANTITY
RECEIVED

ISSUED
TO

QUANTITY
ISSUED

BALANCE
IN STOCK

REMARKS SIGNATURE
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TRANSPARENCY 8  --  AMOXYCILLIN 500 mg STOCK CARD

for use during Activity IV - HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT (Answer Sheet)

ITEM:  CODE NUMBER:  

UNIT + SIZE: PRICE: REORDER LEVEL:

DATE RECEIVED
FROM

QUANTITY
RECEIVED

ISSUED
TO

QUANTITY
ISSUED

BALANCE
IN STOCK

REMARKS SIGNATURE
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TRANSPARENCY 9  --  REQUISITION FORM

for use during chapter HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORDERED

REQUISITION  NUMBER:

FOR MEDICAL SUPPLIER USE ONLY

ISSUE VOUCHER NUMBER

Health Facility Office Stamp

DATE:

Health Facility:

________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
______________

Send requisition to:__________________________________________
(Medical Supplier)

ITEM

Only one item (one form, one strength) per line. UNIT + SIZE CODE NUMBER QUANTITY

CODE NUMBER
(if amended)

QUANTITY

ISSUED

DATE ORDER RECEIVED:

_______________________________

_______________________________
(Requisitioner's Signature and Office)

Medical supplies, detailed above, are
received in good condition and are of
good quality.

________________________________
(Recipient's Signature and Office)

DATE ORDER COMPLETED:

_______________________________

TOTAL # OF

BOXES IN

ORDER:

DATE OF DISPATCH:___________________

___________________________________________
(Medical Supplier Signature and Office)
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TRANSPARENCY 10  --  DELIVERY FORM

for use during chapter HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

DATE REQUISITION

NUMBER

ISSUE

VOUCHER

NUMBER

DELIVERY PERSON

 NAME +  SIGNATURE

VEHICLE

REG. NO.

NO. OF

BOXES

STAFF MEMBER

SIGNATURE
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TRANSPARENCY 11  --  DISCREPANCY REPORT FORM

for use during chapter HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

HEALTH FACILITY: DATE:

RECEIVED BY: WITNESSED BY:

DETAILS OF SHIPMENT

REQUISITION NUMBER: TRANSPORTER:

NAME OF DELIVERY PERSON:

NUMBER OF BOXES RECEIVED: VEHICLE REGISTRATION :

DETAILS OF DISCREPANCIES

ISSUE VOUCHER ITEM DESCRIPTION CODE UNIT+SIZE QUANTITY

ITEMS MISSING / OVER-ISSUEDMISSING          OVER-

ISSUED

EXPIRED ITEMS

DAMAGED OR POOR QUALITY ITEMS

OTHER DISCREPANCIES

NAME (print):        (signature): OFFICE HELD:                            

CC:
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Find the following transparencies on PUBLISHER FILE:  a:dsm-tg-t

TRANSPARENCY 12  --  DRUG LABEL

TRANSPARENCY 13  --  HOW TO MAKE A DRUG TRAY
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TRANSPARENCY 14  --  DRUG SUPPLY PLAN (front side)

for use during chapter HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR DRUG SUPPLY or Activity IX, if needed

Name: __________________________
Facility name: __________________________

Field Training date: __________________________

DRUG SUPPLY PLAN

Plan to improve drug supply management.  For each component, list:

� Procedures that you will improve or begin at your facility
� Preparations that you need to do before you can begin the listed procedures

After you successfully complete a task, tick (�) the box.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOW THE DRUG STORE IS PREPARED

HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORGANISED

HOW RECORDS ARE KEPT
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TRANSPARENCY 15  --  DRUG SUPPLY PLAN (back side)

HOW SUPPLIES ARE ORDERED

HOW SUPPLIES ARE RECEIVED

HOW DRUGS ARE DISPENSED

HOW PAYMENT IS RECEIVED

List any other tasks you will do to improve drug supply management at your facility:
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TRANSPARENCY 16  --  FIELD TRAINING REPORT

for use during TOT

FIELD TRAINING REPORT
DRUG SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Please print:

_____________________________________________ ______
(HEALTH CENTRE)              (DATE)

______________________________________
(HEALTH  WORKER, DSM Workshop Participant)

List drug supply improvements that are still needed at this facility.  Include the name of the

person responsible for each item and the date it will be completed.

STORE / DISPENSARY PERSON / DATE

In this section, list tasks to improve the physical condition of the store or

dispensary.  Include any necessary repairs and missing equipment.

PROCEDURES / PREPARATIONS PERSON / DATE

In this section, list tasks remaining on the participant's Drug Supply Plan.

Include any additional tasks you have identified during the Field Training.

IS IMMEDIATE FOLLOW-UP NECESSARY? YES   NO WHEN?  ____________________

In this section, list activities to take place during follow-up Field Training visit.

Please sign:

___________________________________________
(PARTICIPANT)

___________________________________________ ____________________________________
(FACILITY SUPERVISOR + TITLE) (DSM Workshop TRAINER + TITLE)


